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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA
No. 2:12-md-02323-AB
IN RE: NATIONAL FOOTBALL
LEAGUE PLAYERS’ CONCUSSION
INJURY LITIGATION

MDL No. 2323
Hon. Anita B. Brody

Civ. Action No. 14-00029-AB

Kevin Turner and Shawn Wooden,
on behalf of themselves and
others similarly situated,
Plaintiffs,
v.
National Football League and
NFL Properties LLC,
successor-in-interest to
NFL Properties, Inc.,
Defendants.

THIS DOCUMENT RELATES TO:
ALL ACTIONS

OPPOSITION OF CO-LEAD CLASS COUNSEL
CHRISTOPHER A. SEEGER TO MOTION OF THE LOCKS FIRM
FOR APPOINTMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE CLASS COUNSEL
I.

INTRODUCTION

Co-Lead Class Counsel Christopher A. Seeger (“Co-Lead Class Counsel” or “Seeger
Weiss”) respectfully submits this opposition to the Motion of Class Counsel the Locks Firm
(“Locks”) for Appointment of Administrative Class Counsel (“Locks Motion”) (ECF No. 9786)
and all Joinders thereto. 1
1

The list of firms that have joined in the Locks Motion are Anapol Weiss (“Anapol”) (ECF
No. 9839); Berkowitz and Hanna LLC (“Berkowitz”) (ECF No. 9855); Casey, Gerry, Schenk,
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As the foundation for its request, Locks raises a series of purported issues and complaints
about the Settlement that, as to those for which there is some basis (as to many, there is none),
Seeger Weiss has been addressing or has addressed long before the Locks Motion was filed.
Indeed, since well before the Effective Date, Seeger Weiss has worked to create an administrative
framework designed to run for decades and to treat all Settlement Class Members uniformly,
whether the Members are applying for Monetary Awards based on pre-Effective Date diagnoses
in the first two years of the Settlement or on a Qualifying Diagnosis in the 65th year of the
Settlement. Locks may have many individually-retained clients, but it is Seeger Weiss that firms
and unrepresented Settlement Class Members have consistently turned to when they have faced
issues respecting the Settlement.
It is Seeger Weiss who has engaged with the Claims Administrator, the Special Masters,
and the NFL in implementing the Settlement. As such, most notably, after an opportunity for
comment by Locks and others, an entirely new set of Frequently Asked Questions were
promulgated in February 2018 (“FAQs” or “February FAQs”) as rules of the road, which address
most of the issues Locks now raises publicly and seeks to exploit. See Declaration of Orran L.

Francavilla, Blatt & Penfield, LLP (“Casey Gerry”) (ECF No. 9830); FrancoLaw PLLC and
Hodgins Law Group, LLC (“Franco”) (ECF No. 9828); Goldberg, Persky & White, P.C.
(“Goldberg Persky”) (ECF No. 9827); The Law Office of Hakimi & Shariari (f/k/a Top NFL
Lawyers) (“Hakimi”) (ECF No. 9829); Hagen Rosskopf LLC (“Hagen”) (ECF No. 9853);
Hausfeld LLC (“Hausfeld”) (ECF No. 9816); Kreindler & Kreindler, LLP (“Kreindler”) (ECF
No. 9842); Lubel Voyles, LLP (“Lubel”) (ECF No. 9856); McCorvey Law, LLC (“McGorvey”)
(ECF No. 9821); Mitnick Law Office (“Mitnick”) (ECF No. 9834); Podhurst Orseck, PA
(“Podhurst”) (ECF No. 9831); Pope McGlamry, Kilpatrick, Morrison & Norwood, PC (“Pope
McGlamry”) (ECF No. 9813); Provost Umphrey, LLP (“Provost”) (ECF No. 9819); Smith &
Stallworth, PA (“Smith & Stallworth”) (ECF No. 9854); JR Wyatt Law, PLLC (“Wyatt”) (ECF
No. 9836); Neurocognitive Football Lawyers (“Yerrid” or “Neurocognitive Lawyers”) (ECF No.
9843); Zimmerman Reed LLP (“Zimmerman”) (ECF No. 9820). Two firms, Lieff Cabraser
Heimann & Bernstein, LLP (ECF No. 9824) and Robins Cloud LLP (ECF No. 9837), filed and
then withdrew Joinders to the motion.
2
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Brown, Sr. on Program Implementation (ECF No. 9882) (“Brown Decl.”) ¶ 24. The Joinders from
other counsel (through the use of a declaration template or even thinner “me too” Joinders) do little
or nothing to buttress what is an utterly meritless attempt to usurp Co-Lead Class Counsel’s
oversight of the Settlement’s implementation. Indeed, many of the Locks Motion’s complaints
stem from the fact that, although he signed it, Locks has repeatedly ignored (or manifested an
ignorance of) the Settlement Agreement. For the reasons discussed below, the Court should deny
the Locks Motion.
II.

BACKGROUND & SUMMARY

This Settlement is an unprecedented accomplishment – providing immediate baseline
assessments to eligible players, Monetary Awards for those Retired NFL Football Players who had
already received a Qualifying Diagnosis, and 65 years of security to Retired NFL Football Players
who may develop one or more of the Qualifying Diagnoses in their lives. Contrary to the rhetoric
coming from Locks and the Joinders in support of its motion, one should make no mistake – the
Settlement is working, albeit not perfectly. As a Settlement without precedent, it took some time
to resolve the many issues attendant to the scope of the Settlement benefits offered.
A. The Success of the Settlement
On April 9, 2018, Seeger Weiss as Co-Lead Class Counsel hosted the 88th regular weekly
implementation call with the Claims Administrator (Brown Greer), the BAP and Lien Resolution
Administrator (Garretson Resolution Group), and counsel for the NFL. See Declaration of
Christopher A. Seeger in Support of Opposition of Co-Lead Class Counsel to Motion of the Locks
Firm for Appointment of Administrative Class Counsel (“Seeger Decl.”) ¶ 4. These calls became
the central platform for coordinating implementation of the Settlement and were accompanied by
other ad hoc calls and communications focused on particular tasks or problems. See Brown Decl.

3
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¶ 23; Seeger Decl. ¶ 4.

Each aspect of the Settlement required, among other things, the

development of the basic documents that were to be used to register and submit a claim; the
establishment of national networks of physicians and medical providers that would serve as
Qualified MAF Physicians and BAP Providers; and the institution of policies that would regulate
the operations of the Claims, BAP, and Lien Resolution Administrators. See Seeger Decl. ¶ 4.
Even before the first of regular weekly calls, Co-Lead Class Counsel was engaged with the
Administrators and NFL to begin addressing the innumerable details that this Settlement entails.
See id. ¶ 5. As will be discussed in more detail below, Seeger Weiss used the many tools available
under the Settlement Agreement, including the appeals process and petitions to the Special Masters
to shape a program that is delivering the promised benefits to the Settlement Class Members.
As of April 9, 2018, the Settlement has already offered or scheduled 3,650 BAP
examinations with over 2,400 players having already completed at least one appointment. See
Declaration of Matthew L. Garretson (ECF No. 9883) (“Garretson Decl.”) ¶¶ 15-17, 25. Thus far,
BAP examinations have already led to the diagnosis of 51 players. 2 377 Notices of Monetary
Awards have been sent to Settlement Class Members, reflecting $411,237,005 in awards, and this
number is growing on a daily basis. See Brown Decl. ¶ 33. As Locks points out in the Locks
Motion, the NFL had forecast that claims in the first year of the Settlement would amount only to
$242.9 million. Locks Motion ¶ 10. At the close of the first year of the MAF, the Notices of
Monetary Awards are already exceeding that projection, and claims that were submitted in the first

2

The BAP provides the same baseline assessment to all eligible players, the majority of
whom (fortunately) do not suffer from the serious neurocognitive impairments that constitute
qualifying dementia diagnoses under the Settlement. During the first two years of the program,
most Monetary Awards will be based on pre-Effective Date diagnoses.
4
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year are still being approved. 3 See Seeger Dec. ¶ 6. The Qualifying Diagnoses for Alzheimer’s
and dementia (Level 1.5 and Level 2 Neurocognitive Impairment) have been a prime focus for
complaints. These too, however, are being awarded. Over 192 Notices of Monetary Awards for
these Qualifying Diagnoses of Alzheimer’s or dementia have gone out for a value of over $202
million. See Seeger Decl. ¶ 7. Indeed, now that the many claims requiring further investigation
by the Claims Administrator have been identified and distinguished from the others, there has been
a marked increase in the approval of these claims since February. See id.
Importantly, since the Locks Motion was filed, 53 new Notices of Monetary Award have
been sent to Settlement Class Members, representing over $63 million in awards, and 45 more
payments have been made, totaling over $34 million. Id. ¶ 9.
B. Locks Has Been, if Anything, a Hindrance
For some, it seems, the process just was not quick enough and never will be. Locks sits
like a Monday morning quarterback making a list of do-able prescriptions that are already
implemented and a list of complaints and actions that are simply at odds with the Settlement

3

Locks contends that the Settlement has not even reached first year projections, but does so
by myopically focusing only on the checks that have been sent out rather than the larger number
of claims that have been submitted during the first year, including those that are continuing to be
approved and will be paid in the coming months. While there are many claims that have been
submitted in the first year that have not yet been reviewed on the merits, given the Notices of
Monetary Awards that have already been issued, it is clear that the Settlement is on track to deliver
in excess of the projections for the first five years. The data is available on the Settlement Website
(www.NFLConcussionSettlement.com) and reflected on April 9, 2018 that the Settlement has
already exceeded the projected numbers of ALS claims (28 awards with only 17 projected),
Parkinson’s claims (61 awards with 14 projected), and Death with CTE claims (61 awards with 51
projected). There have also been 115 Alzheimer’s claims, 43 Level 2.0 claims and 71 Level 1.5
claims approved. With over 881 claims for Alzheimer’s and/or dementia from the first year of the
MAF still pending decision, it is evident that these projections too will be exceeded. See Seeger
Decl. ¶ 8.
5
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Agreement and good sense. Distinctly lacking in the Locks Motion is candor about Locks’ earlier
involvement in the implementation process and resolution of many of the issues that it now raises.
Co-Lead Class Counsel involved Locks in the implementation process for a year and a half
and has repeatedly addressed their complaints as they arose. Seeger Weiss sought input from
Locks, along with the other Class Counsel, on everything from the basic forms that were to be
used for registration and the claims process, the procedures that would govern fraud investigations,
to the medical providers who would serve in the national MAF and BAP networks, and the
neurologists and neuropsychologists who would sit on the Appeals Advisory Panel (“AAP”) and
serve as Appeals Advisory Panel Consultants (“AAPC”). See Seeger Dec. ¶ 20. Indeed, two of
the current members of the AAP and AAPC were originally proposed by Locks. See id. ¶ 21. CoLead Class Counsel hosted calls and in person meetings, and exchanged many emails with Class
Counsel in this process which continued up until less than two weeks before Locks filed its Motion.
See id. ¶ 20. Class Counsel were free to raise issues and they were always apprised of the work
that was being undertaken to address these issues.
Similarly, Locks points to its November 6, 2017 memorandum to the Claims Administrator
(“November Memo”) to argue that its efforts leading up to the filing of the Locks Motion have
been ignored. (Locks Motion ¶¶ 50-51). What Locks omits from his recitation to the Court,
however, is that the Claims Administrator shared the November Memo with Seeger Weiss which
swiftly prepared a reply to Locks addressing each of the complaints raised. See Seeger Decl.,
Exhibit B. As Seeger Weiss pointed out to Locks, some of the complaints in the November Memo
evidenced ignorance of or hostility toward express provisions in the Settlement Agreement.
Seeger Weiss also explained to Locks that the other complaints were matters that Seeger Weiss
was already addressing through appeals, or through other means with the NFL and Special

6
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Masters. These efforts by Seeger Weiss have paid off. Although Locks pays scant attention to the
February FAQs, they address, favorably to Locks’ clients, many of the issues raised in the Locks
Motion.
Locks offers little in support of his qualifications for the invented position of
“Administrative Class Counsel” and neglects to mention his short tenure as a Settlement Trustee
in the Dalkon Shield Litigation, where he was removed after only eight months “for good cause,”
which included the failure to pay a single claim, ignorance about the Trust Agreement he was
administering, and general malfeasance. In re A.H. Robins Co., 880 F.2d 779 (4th Cir. 1989). The
Fourth Circuit affirmed Locks’ removal as Trustee, noting that the “delays occasioned by the three
trustees [including Locks] have increased administrative costs, have delayed full funding of the
Trust . . . and have endangered the very life of the plan.” Id. at 787. Locks seeks to be put in
charge, but he has a bad track record in this regard.
III.

UNDER SEEGER WEISS’ AEGIS, THE SETTLEMENT IS WORKING

Contrary to the false narrative of the Locks Motion and the Joinders in support thereof, the
Settlement is working. 377 Players and their families have been awarded hundreds of millions of
dollars of compensation, and 3944 Players are in the process of completing their free BAP exams
and Co-Lead Class Counsel expects that thousands more will participate during the ten-year life
of the BAP program. See Garretson Decl. ¶ 15; Brown Decl. ¶ 33.
These successes are not mere happenstance. Since Final Approval (and even well before),
Seeger Weiss has worked tirelessly in coordination with the Administrators, the Special Masters,
and the Court—and both cooperatively with and, as circumstances dictate, against the NFL—to
facilitate and oversee the implementation of the Settlement. The work of Seeger Weiss since Final
Approval has been discussed at length in the Declarations of Christopher Seeger that were

7
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submitted in the course of briefing the Common Benefit Fee Petition and proposed allocations.
(ECF Nos. 7141-2, 7464-1, and 8447). For the purposes of the present motion, several of the
accomplishments by Seeger Weiss require particular attention and address many of the illconsidered claims made by Locks and some of the firms joining in the motion about the failure of
the Settlement Program under Seeger Weiss’ leadership. Seeger Weiss has successfully
shepherded the Settlement through implementation in the interest of the Settlement Class. 4
As an unprecedented undertaking where measures of neurocognitive impairment are in
play, the Settlement presented challenges in initial implementation, and the commencement of
benefits required substantial undertakings. This can be easily illustrated by the need to establish
and train two national networks of physicians and a Monetary Award program that will be in
operation for 65 years. Importantly, the awards are sizeable, ranging up to $5 million. Given the
Settlement program’s uncapped structure, to secure the integrity of the Settlement, Seeger Weiss
further needed to appropriately balance and address the potential for unfounded claims while
protecting the rights and claims of otherwise worthy Settlement Class Members. As the
4

In addition to these sorts of global undertakings for the Settlement Class Members, Seeger
Weiss has an intimate and sophisticated relationship with the workings of the Settlement program.
Seeger Weiss has individual clients, but, as Co-Lead Class Counsel is often the go-to source for
unrepresented Settlement Class Members who need guidance. Similarly, Co-Lead Class Counsel
is tracking each Notice of Monetary Award and Notice of Denial of Monetary Award to ensure
their accuracy and to identify issues that may need to be addressed in the wider Settlement
program. This process has, for example, led to the identification of missing Eligible Seasons or
the use of the wrong age of a player in the calculation of Monetary Awards for certain claims, and
corresponding increases in dollars received by Class Members. Finally, Co-Lead Class Counsel
tracks each appeal that is taken by either Settlement Class Members or the NFL. This allows
Seeger Weiss to identify issues that have wider ramifications in the Settlement and may need to
be addressed by a Statement of Co-Lead Class Counsel in support of the Settlement Class Member.
Also, Seeger Weiss works very closely with Settlement Class Members who are facing the appeals
process to help them prepare the best submission that they can—either for their own appeal or to
oppose an appeal by the NFL. See Seeger Decl. ¶ 19. Accordingly, Locks’ statement that Seeger
Weiss lacks “day to day incentive to engage in aggressive advocacy on behalf of players” is
baseless. Locks Motion ¶ 60(f).
8
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implementation continued under the leadership of Seeger Weiss, the Settlement has come to
deliver the negotiated benefits to the Settlement Class. Among the points on which Seeger Weiss
provided leadership are the following.
A. The Earlier Date for a Qualifying Diagnosis 5
The question of determining the date of a Qualifying Diagnosis had been an issue from the
beginning of the claims process. The issue is significant because once a player reaches the age of
45, his monetary award decreases every year. A difference of even one year can translate into a
substantial difference in the amount of a Monetary Award. The NFL’s position was, and still is,
that the earliest the date of diagnosis can be is the date that the diagnosing physician first personally
examined the player. It was Co-Lead Class Counsel’s position, however—as reflected in briefing
for the Special Masters on the issue—that diagnosing physicians, based on their personal
examination of the player, as well as a review of that player’s existing medical records, may
properly determine that the player suffered from a Qualifying Diagnosis on a date earlier than the
initial personal examination by the diagnosing physician, and that the diagnosing physicians
should be able to use that earlier date if they think that it is appropriate. The Special Masters
accepted Co-Lead Class Counsel’s position in the FAQs that they promulgated in early February
2018. Specifically, FAQ 93 allows physicians to use their “sound clinical medical judgment” to
determine that the player’s diagnosed conditions “existed at a date earlier than the date of personal
examination of the Player by the physician making the diagnosis and signing the DPC [Diagnosing
Physician Certification (“DPC”) (i.e., medical certification)] form.” See Seeger Decl. ¶ 13.
B. MAF Physicians’ Ability to Rely on Historic Neuropsychological Records 6

5

This matter directly addresses the issue raised in the Hausfeld Joinder. ECF No. 9816.

6

This matter addresses the issue raised in the Locks Motion in ¶ 41.
9
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The Settling Parties had differing views as to whether Qualified MAF Physicians could
rely on historic neuropsychological testing when making a dementia diagnoses (Level 1.5 and
Level 2), or whether they were required to send the player for new neuropsychological testing.
This testing included earlier neuropsychological testing for one of the NFL benefit plans, such as
the 88 Plan. The NFL’s position was that a Qualified MAF Physician could rely only on
neuropsychological testing that was conducted at the direction of the Qualified MAF Physician.
Seeger Weiss advocated through submissions before the Special Master to recognize and respect
the medical judgment of the Qualified MAF Physicians and enable them to rely on historic
neuropsychological testing if they found it to be reliable, particularly when the testing was part of
one of the NFL benefits plans. The Special Masters accepted this position and FAQ 102 now gives
the Claims Administrator the discretion “to decide whether to accept neuropsychological testing
from other sources based on the unique facts and circumstances of a particular claim” so long as
it is less than 12 months old. Similarly, FAQs 93 and 111 permit the use of earlier
neuropsychological testing under the 88 Plan or another NFL benefit plan. See id. ¶ 14.
C. Ensuring Fairness and Efficiency While Seeking the Production of Raw Scores 7
The NFL’s position was that the raw scores from the player’s neuropsychological testing
must be provided in order for a claim to be complete. Failure to provide the raw scores would
result in the claim being denied. Although Seeger Weiss recognized the potential relevance of raw
scores in assessing a claim, Co-Lead Class Counsel further maintained that it would be unfair to
penalize a player by denying his claim simply because his neuropsychologist is unable to provide
raw scores or delaying the processing of his claim pending such production. The Special Masters
7

As regards the Locks Motion and Joinders, this undertaking among many directly addresses
the shared concern that the Settlement work as swiftly and efficiently as possible and without
undue delay.
10
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agreed with this position and, in accordance with FAQ 105, raw scores are not required “unless
the AAP doctor or the Claims Administrator determines they are necessary.” See id. ¶ 15.
D. Accommodating the “Unavailability” of Diagnosing Physician or Medical
Records 8
Under the Settlement Agreement, one of the few express exceptions to the requirement that
the player submit a Diagnosing Physician Certification from the Diagnosing Physician is if the
Diagnosing Physician died, or was declared incompetent or legally incapacitated before the
Effective Date. Similarly, the only exception to the requirement that the player submit medical
records reflecting the claimed diagnosis was if the records were destroyed by a force majeure type
event. For every claim that fit easily into these exceptions, there were some where the diagnosing
physician is still alive and competent but unavailable as a practical matter, or where medical
records are no longer available due to a variety of reasons, including routine destruction of older
records. These claims were vulnerable to denial under the terms of the Settlement Agreement.
Seeger Weiss was initially able to secure the NFL’s consent to look at such circumstances on a
case-by-case basis rather than categorically rejecting claims affected by them, and Seeger Weiss
dedicated many hours to reviewing each Claim Package and negotiating with the NFL. The claims
in which Seeger Weiss successfully negotiated an accommodation of a claim based on a living and
competent yet unavailable physician or missing medical records included claims submitted by
Locks, Anapol, Pope McGlamry, Goldberg Persky, and many unrepresented Settlement Class
Members.

In some of these claims, Seeger Weiss had disputes with the NFL that were

irreconcilable – either because of the burden placed on the Settlement Class Member by the only
accommodation that the NFL was willing to offer or because of the NFL’s refusal to offer an
8

This undertaking directly addresses the issue raised in the Locks Motion “The NFL’s Bad
Faith Interpretation of the Agreement.” Locks Motion ¶¶ 38-42.
11
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accommodation. The Special Masters ultimately took up this issue and, in FAQ 115, gave the
Claims Administrator the discretion to decide whether the Diagnosing Physician Certification and
medical records requirements should be excused in particular cases. See id. ¶ 16.
E. Providing for the Downgrading of Qualifying Diagnoses to Speed Awards 9
Early on in the claims process, Seeger Weiss realized that there would be situations in
which a player’s claim may be denied with respect to the asserted Qualifying Diagnosis, but that
there was sufficient evidence in the Claim Package to support a different Qualifying Diagnosis.
For example, a player submits a claim for Level 2 Neurocognitive Impairment (moderate
dementia) but the evidence supports only a Level 1.5 Neurocognitive Impairment (early dementia).
Under the Settlement Agreement, that claim would be subject to denial and the player would need
to file a de novo claim for a Monetary Award based on an asserted Level 1.5 Neurocognitive
Impairment.
Accordingly, in an effort to streamline the process and avoid needless appeals, Co-Lead
Class Counsel proposed that the AAP should have the ability to approve a claim for a lesser
Qualifying Diagnosis or for the asserted Qualifying Diagnosis but with a later diagnosis date. After
much negotiation, the NFL agreed, in part, to “downgrading,” but only in very limited
circumstances. As a result, Seeger Weiss raised the issue with the Special Masters, who agreed
and, pursuant to FAQ 137, gave the AAP the discretion to “downgrade” claims without restriction.
See id. ¶ 17.
F. The Definition of “Eligible Season” and the Full 53-Man Active List
9

As regards the Locks Motion and Joinders, this undertaking also addresses the shared
concern that the Settlement work as swiftly and efficiently as possible, without undue delay. Many
denials of claims are because the impairment suffered by a player is not sufficiently severe as to
so support the level of impairment (e.g. not as severe as Level 2, but possibly Level 1.5).
“Downgrading” eliminates the denial (and ensuing delay of appeal or submission of a new claim).
12
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At the heart of the Settlement benefits is the “Eligible Season,” which stands as a proxy for
exposure to concussive and sub-concussive hits. The number of Eligible Seasons is thus a key
driver in the amount of a Monetary Award and drives a Retired NFL Football Player’s eligibility
for participation in the BAP. A full Eligible Season is earned for each year that a Retired NFL
Football Player was on the Active List for at least three games. The NFL, however, took the rigid
position that uninjured players who were listed as “inactive” on game day would earn nothing
toward an Eligible Season, even though they were shoulder-to-shoulder in practice all week with
all of the other Active List players. As the Court is aware, Seeger Weiss advocated for parity in
treatment of all Retired Players on the Active List up to game day. After Seeger Weiss prevailed
on behalf of the Settlement Class Members before the Special Master (ECF No. 9713), the NFL
filed objections to the Special Master’s Ruling in this Court (ECF No. 9754-1). The Court
overruled that objection, making the final and binding determination that the more reasonable (and
expansive) definition of “Active List” should apply (ECF No. 9754). This victory has already
resulted in a substantial increase in at least one Monetary Award and has increased the number of
players eligible for the BAP. See id. ¶ 18.
These and many other accomplishments by Seeger Weiss were known to Locks and the
other Class Counsel who joined in the Locks Motion. Yet no mention is made of these facts in the
Locks Motion or any of the Joinders. Seeger Weiss included Class Counsel (including Locks,
Anapol and Podhurst) in the implementation process, including regular calls for open discussions
of on-going Settlement implementation issues as they arose. See id. ¶ 20. They were asked for
input on the fundamental forms to be used in the claims process, in proposing candidates and in
review of candidates’ credentials for the BAP and MAF networks, as well as for the AAP. See id.
Indeed, in the regular calls that Seeger Weiss began to host with the other Class Counsel, the

13
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above-mentioned issues, and the status, positions, and arguments being made in support of the
players were all discussed.
IV.

LOCKS IS NOT FIT FOR THE PROPOSED ROLE OF “ADMINISTRATIVE
CLASS COUNSEL”
How would this Settlement function if the interests of the Class were turned over to Locks

as its guardian? This is not merely a hypothetical to be debated. Locks once served as a trustee
for the Dalkon Shield Settlement Trust. Within eight months, however, he was removed as a
trustee “for good cause.” In re A.H. Robins Co., 880 F.2d 779 (4th Cir. 1989). The list of Locks’
“acts of misfeasance and improprieties” exposed at a trial on the matter included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Negligent failure to act prudently and expeditiously in setting up the Claims
Resolution Facility;
Endeavoring to hire a costly consulting firm to conduct his responsibilities;
Opposition to supervision by the Court for the protection of the claimants;
Failure to deliver a single payment for claims;
Defiance of the Court;
Protracted and wasteful efforts to appoint as counsel for the Settlement Trust a firm
that had a direct conflict of interest;
Ignorance of key provisions in the Trust Agreement;
Inability to work with fellow trustees and others involved in administration of the
Trust;
Placing the interests of the claimants second to his own which lead to a “thwart[ing
of] the law of the case and expended time, effort and Trust funds for that purpose to
the ultimate delay and detriment to the Trust beneficiaries”; and
Otherwise delivering no services for the salary paid from the Trust.

Id. at 781-85. The Fourth Circuit affirmed Locks’ removal as Trustee, noting that the “delays
occasioned by the three trustees [including Locks] ha[d] increased administrative costs, ha[d]
delayed full funding of the Trust . . . and ha[d] endangered the very life of the plan.” Id. at 787.
Similarly, in the Diet Drugs litigation, the one litigation that he identifies as establishing
his credentials, Locks was ensnared in litigation over the handling of client settlement proceeds,
particularly regarding an alleged practice of secretly withholding 10% of clients’ settlement funds
to short referring counsel and as a reserve fund to remold objecting clients’ settlement amounts.
14
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Morris v. Greitzer and Locks of N.J., LLC, No. A-4672-06T3, 2009 WL 2525452, at ** 3, 5, 6
(N.J. Super. Aug. 20, 2009).
Apt to the appointment that Locks now seeks and the general tone of his motion, the Fourth
Circuit in Dalkon Shield noted Locks’ braggadocio in the face of his troubling ignorance of the
very agreement that he was supposed to oversee: “Mr. Locks testified that he was not aware of
this provision of the merger agreement. He was also unaware that under § 4.07(c) of the Trust
Agreement if the Order of Confirmation were reversed on appeal, the $100,000,000 already paid
into the Trust could no longer be used to compensate claimants. Mr. Locks testified that he was
an experienced attorney in mass tort litigation, but months after he became a trustee of one of the
largest trusts ever created, he was unfamiliar with critical provisions of the documents making up
the Plan of Reorganization.” 10 In re A.H. Robins Co., 880 F.2d at 787 n.2.
Locks holds up his duties as Class Counsel under Section 28.1 of the Settlement Agreement
as the basis for his requested appointment as Administrative Class Counsel. Locks Motion ¶ 5.
There is no such thing, however, as “Administrative Class Counsel.” The Settlement Agreement
establishes a clear hierarchy of leadership for implementation of the Settlement, with Co-Lead
Class Counsel atop that hierarchy, with duties for implementation expressly assigned throughout
the Settlement Agreement and Class Counsel (including Subclass Counsel) providing support in
the implementation. See, e.g., Settlement Agreement §§ 2.1(r) and (u), passim. There is no
provision for an “Administrative Class Counsel.” The parties never negotiated for, nor did the
Court approve, such a position. Rather, Co-Lead Class Counsel is primarily responsible for all
aspects of implementation. See, e.g., Settlement Agreement §§ 4.1 (notice and information to the
10

Like in Dalkon Shield, Locks has frequently demonstrated ignorance about basic terms of
the Settlement Agreement he signed. This is discussed in greater detail below, but instances
include most notoriously signing-off on over 28 assignments of client benefits.
15
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Class), 5.6 (BAP creation and retention and oversight of BAP Administrator), 8.2 (claims process),
9.1 (review of Claims), 9.8 (appointment of AAP and AAPC), 10.2 (MAF creation and retention
and oversight of Claims Administrator), 11.1 (retention and oversight of Lien Resolution
Administrator), 23.5 (creation of Settlement Trust).
In addition, Locks overlooks the importance of the common duty that Section 28.1 of the
Settlement Agreement establishes for Co-Lead Class Counsel and Class Counsel to support the
Settlement:
Co-Lead Class Counsel and Class Counsel acknowledge that, under applicable law,
their respective duty is to the entire Settlement Class, to act in the best interest of the
Settlement Class as a whole, with respect to promoting, supporting, and effectuating,
as fair, adequate, and reasonable, the approval, implementation, and administration
of the settlement embodied in the Settlement Agreement, and that their professional
responsibilities as attorneys are to be viewed in this light, under the ongoing
supervision and jurisdiction of the Court that appoints them to represent the interests
of the Settlement Class.
Since the Effective Date, rather than “respect, support, and effectuate” the Settlement
Agreement, Locks has actively undermined it and has repeatedly shown ignorance of some basic
features of the Settlement and the wider implementation efforts.
A.

Locks’ Deficiencies

Although he touts the “approximately 1,100 registered players” that he represents, Locks’
handling of those cases does not advance his cause. Locks Motion ¶ 5(b). Locks boasts that he
“has filed 102 claims, and obtained 35 awards to date” (Id.) (a fact that actually undermines Locks’
position, in that it demonstrates that the Settlement is working), but neglects to mention that,
notwithstanding the Settlement Agreement’s clear prohibition on the assignment of settlement
benefits (Section 30.1 – “No Assignment of Claims”) – about which this Court is well versed (see,
e.g., ECF No. 9517) – Locks has acknowledged and signed off on at least 28 funding agreements
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that assigned all or part of 16 of its clients’ claims. 11 See Seeger Decl. ¶ 30. In all, these known
assignments relate to over $1.5 million in advances to these players, which when the exorbitant
interest rates are applied, would have resulted in these Class Members owing funders double or
more the amounts advanced. See id. The interest rates presented in the assignment agreements
are deceptive in that they are monthly and not annual rates, with monthly compounding. Some of
the underlying interest rates are as high as 2.75%. See id. While this may seem like a low interest
rate on its face, with monthly compounding, the rate translates to an effective annual interest rate
in excess of 38% for the first year, and grows exponentially in subsequent years. 12
In 2016, Locks’ deficiencies resulted in a complaint filed in this Court by several players
against it and several other of the Joinder firms. The plaintiffs alleged that they had been
“represented by [Locks] in the NFL concussion class action litigation, but terminated their
attorney-client relationship with [Locks] . . . due to dissatisfaction for various reasons.” 13 Since
the filing of that action, Seeger Weiss in its role as Co-Lead Class Counsel, like the Claims
Administrator, receives calls from Locks’ clients on a regular basis (far more than other firms’

11

Most of these assignments were identified by Seeger Weiss in the course of its investigation
of the funders who entered into prohibited assignments with players. As the Court is aware, the
discovery in that matter has been limited, and even those funders that have been identified have
yet to produce information about their funding agreements with players. There could very well be
far more assignments acknowledged by Locks. See id.
12

For example, if a Class Member received an advance of $100,000 in April of 2016, at a
2.75% monthly compounded interest rate, now, two years later, he would owe the funder over
$191,000—almost double the amount advanced. Should the retired player not obtain a
Qualifying Diagnosis and corresponding monetary award until April 2019, he would owe the
funder over $265,000. See id.
13

Sayers v. Hausfeld, LLP, 2:16-cv-2005-AB, ECF No. 1 at ¶ 2. The other firms named
alongside Locks whose clients had the same “dissatisfaction” and have also joined in the Locks
Motion are Hausfeld, Zimmerman, and Pope McGlamry.
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clients), relating to concerns or complaints about Locks’ representation, most typically that Locks
is simply not returning their calls. 14 See Seeger Decl. ¶ 31.
B.

Locks’ Undermining of the Settlement

After the Settlement became effective, Locks quickly undermined confidence in the
program by spreading inaccuracies about its implementation. As the Court is aware, a Settlement
Class Member, Fred Willis, principal of HPN Neurologic and a client of Locks, has been sending
around misrepresentations about the Settlement ever since it became effective. See e.g. ECF Nos.
7151, 7842. Mr. Willis maintained a Settlement-related blog (“NFL Players Brains Matter”) and
sends regular blast emails to an expansive list of Settlement Class Members about the Settlement.
Even before the BAP launched in June 2017, Mr. Willis sent out the following May 2017 alert that
the BAP was being delayed. The alert was based on information received from “one of the top
Law firms in the NFL Concussion Settlement”:

NFLPLAYERS BRAINS MATTER™
UPDATE
The NFLConcussion Lawsuit
The Baseline Assessment Examination
Based on a recent email received from one of the top Lawfirms in the NFL Concussion
Settlement the Baseline Assessment Program may be delayed. In their email they expressed the
numbers of former players who will need to be tested and the limited schedules available for the
baseline testing providers (i.e. board-certified neuropsychologists and neurologists), the BAP
administrator has determined that many of the tests will be delayed for 6-12 months
14

Locks’ pre-Effective Date performance was not much better. Early in the settlement
negotiations, when he was on the settlement committee, Locks saw fit to reach out to the press and
talk about the status of the litigation despite an agreement of confidentiality. The Locks “leak”
needlessly compromised and delayed negotiations, while Co-Lead Counsel worked to restore
Plaintiffs’ credibility. See id. ¶ 34.
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(or more, in some instances).
BASED ON THIS INFORMATION IT APPEARS POSSIBLE IT COULD EASILY
TAKE 6 MONTHS TO 1 YEAR (OR LONGER) BEFORE YOU WILL BE SCHEDULED
FOR TESTING WITH A BAP DOCTOR, THUS POSSIBLY STRETCHING ANY
MONETARY AWARD YOU MIGHT RECEIVE FROM THE CONCUSSION
SETTLEMENT EVEN LONGER!
See Seeger Decl., Exhibit C.
Seeger Weiss learned that the misinformation that Mr. Willis spread, at least in this
instance, came directly from Locks, “one of the top Lawfirms.” The content of Mr. Willis’
message was lifted directly from an email that he received from Locks: “As you likely know, the
settlement requires baseline testing to begin in June. Because of the numbers of former players
who will need to be tested and the limited schedules available for the baseline testing providers
(i.e. neuropsychologists and neurologists), the administrator has determined that many of the tests
be delayed for 6-12 months (or more, in some instances).” See Seeger Decl., Exhibit D.
There was no plausible basis for Locks’ statement. Locks’ statement to Mr. Willis and Mr.
Willis’ parroting of it were and remain untrue. Despite the success of Co-Lead Class Counsel in
driving BAP registration numbers beyond even the most optimistic of projections, the BAP
launched on time, and appointments were scheduled immediately thereafter, typically within 36
days of contact. See Garretson Decl. ¶ 15.
Not only does Locks’ email to Mr. Willis raise concerns about other misinformation that
Locks may have spread, it also manifests Locks’ profound ignorance of the Settlement Agreement
itself. Creating even more confusion with the communication to Mr. Willis and his hundreds of
other clients, Locks went on to misrepresent that a delay in BAP evaluations would impact
diagnoses of Parkinson’s disease, ALS, and Alzheimer’s disease: “Our files indicate that you are
19
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not in immediate distress and if tested, likely would not be diagnosed with a compensable condition
(dementia, Alzheimer’s, ALS or Parkinson’s). Therefore delaying your test will not affect your
settlement benefits and we recommend that you follow the request of the administrator. We will
look to schedule your exams in the near future.” See id. It is a fundamental fact that the BAP is
focused solely on evaluating a player’s neurocognitive abilities, and can be the basis for a claim
for one of the dementia diagnoses, not any of the other Qualifying Diagnoses.
V.

THE ISSUES RAISED IN THE LOCKS MOTION LACK MERIT

The Locks Motion reflects the same sort of misapprehensions or outright ignorance of the
very Settlement Agreement that he now seeks appointment to oversee. Putting aside Locks having
signed off on at least 28 assignments of his clients’ claims in contravention of the Settlement
Agreement (discussed above), Locks now argues that the very BAP testing battery that he signed
off on as Class Counsel, and which the Court approved, is harmful to many of the AfricanAmerican players he represents. Locks Motion ¶ 14(n). He complains that he was not allowed to
submit claims without the Diagnosing Physician Certification of a treating physician who was
alive, but simply not responsive. Id. ¶ 39. He complains about the right of the NFL to file appeals,
when that right is stated plainly in Section 31 of the Settlement – and essentially argues that the
NFL’s taking appeals is in itself bad faith. Id. ¶ 33. All of his arguments lack merit. 15
A.

Locks’ Complaints Have Already Been Addressed

One of the most troubling things about the Locks Motion is the obliviousness to the salient
fact that most of the complaints that he raises have already been addressed by Co-Lead Class

15

Although the NFL has the right under the Settlement to take appeals, Co-Lead Class
Counsel closely monitors the appeals taken by the NFL in order to ensure, among other things,
that they are not taken in bad faith. On two occasions to date, Co-Lead Class Counsel has
challenged NFL appeals as taken in bad faith.
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Counsel, either in its opposition to the earlier motion of X1Law, in Seeger Weiss’ response to the
November Memo, and/or overall in the course of implementation of the Settlement, including the
February 2018 FAQs.
On August 15, 2017, X1Law filed a motion (“X1Law Motion”) to challenge “new rules”
that it asserted were being made in the Settlement to the detriment of its clients. ECF No. 8267.
Like the purported “Secret Amendments” and problems in the Settlement that Locks and certain
firms having filed Joinders now complain about, the X1Law Motion protested allegedly strict
application of BAP standards to claims for Qualifying Diagnoses of dementia (Level 1.5 and Level
2 Neurocognitive Impairment) before the Effective Date of the Settlement (see Locks Motion ¶¶
14(e), 19), improper application of the “generally consistent” standard for pre-Effective Date
dementia claims (see id. ¶¶ 14(f), 19), the requirement and timing of corroborating affidavits for
Qualifying Diagnoses of dementia (see id. ¶¶ 14(g)), and the need for the Diagnosing Physician to
actually see the Retired NFL Football Player (see Zimmerman Joinder). Despite its agreement
with the X1Law Motion now, at the time, Locks was critical of it. Seeger Weiss provided Locks
the opportunity to review the opposition brief to the X1Law Motion before it was filed and he
endorsed the briefing while offering additional edits for consideration. See Seeger Decl., Exhibit
A. Not only does Locks sidestep its sudden turnabout in the Locks Motion, but it disregards the
Court’s resolution of the X1Law Motion:

“Movants must proceed through the Claims

Administration process, and if the claims are denied, movants must follow the proper appeals
process. Movants’ attempt to circumvent those processes by directly petitioning the Court is
improper.” ECF No. 8882.
In the November Memo, which Locks includes with its Motion (Locks Motion, Exhibit I),
Locks listed twelve grievances for the Claims Administrator about the Settlement and offered
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“LLF Solutions” that the Court, Special Master, or Claims Administrator should make. Locks
neglects to mention that Seeger Weiss prepared a point-by-point response to that memorandum or
include it with the Locks Motion. See Seeger Decl., Exhibit B. As is relevant to the Locks Motion,
the November Memo complained about:

(i) requests for affidavits (or other evidence)

corroborating a player’s claimed functional impairment, as to which Seeger Weiss explained in
response that corroborating evidence is a basic feature of the Qualifying Diagnoses of dementia
(or such a diagnosis in general); (ii) “strict” application of the BAP criteria and the AAP standard
of review, as to which Seeger Weiss explained that it was pursuing any mistakes in application of
the “generally consistent” standard through appeals and otherwise; (iii) the handing of the
”incapacity of diagnosing physicians,” as to which Seeger Weiss explained that it was working to
ensure that accommodations were established and players were treated fairly; and (iv) the problem
of co-morbidity in claims for Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease (i.e., causation), as to which
Seeger Weiss explained that it was addressing the issue through appeals and other means. 16
As Seeger Weiss made clear in response to the November Memo and earlier in an in-person
meeting with Locks, it was actively engaged in ensuring that the Settlement Agreement is
implemented as intended. Indeed, the many appeals that Seeger Weiss has supported on players’
behalf and other submissions to the Special Masters concerning disputes about implementation of
the Settlement ultimately culminated in the FAQs that were promulgated in February. These FAQs
address, among many other matters, the recurring complaints that Locks has about the “generally

16

Additionally, the November Memo evinced further stark ignorance of the actual terms of
the Settlement Agreement. For example, Locks complained that the NFL should have only 10
days to appeal a Notice of Monetary Award and argued that Monetary Awards should be paid
pending appeal. The Settlement Agreement allows the NFL 30 days to appeal and expressly states
that payments of Monetary Awards can be made only at the conclusion of any appeals. See
Settlement Agreement §§ 9.3(a), 9.7.
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consistent” standard (FAQ 95), AAP review (FAQ 119), corroborative evidence (FAQ 101), and
the audit process (FAQ 222-226). Locks, like Seeger Weiss and all other counsel and Settlement
Class Members, was provided ample opportunity to comment on these FAQs. See Brown Decl. ¶
24. Similarly, the Special Masters recently provided rules governing, among other procedures, the
audit and appeals process that provide the kind of transparency that will ensure that these processes
are used properly for the ensuing decades. See Brown Decl. ¶ 21.
Finally, the issues raised by the Locks Motion are focused almost exclusively on the way
that claims for pre-Effective Date Qualifying Diagnoses are being handled. Such claims can be
submitted for the first two years of the Settlement, and will need to be filed on or before February
6, 2019. After that date, Retired NFL Football Players who believe that they are suffering from a
Qualifying Diagnosis will need to go through either the BAP or see a Qualified MAF Physician to
obtain the required diagnosis. Already, the number of claims for pre-Effective Date diagnoses are
waning and diagnoses rendered through the BAP or by a Qualified MAF Physician are increasing.
Orran Decl. ¶ 12. In the coming weeks, all of the pending pre-Effective Date claims will be
reviewed on the merits, and the few that are still being filed will also be promptly reviewed under
the procedures and FAQs that are already in place.
B.

The AAP Is Working

Locks has two basic issues with the AAP: its makeup and its performance. See Locks
Motion ¶¶ 15-22, 52-59. Neither gripe has any merit.
First, Locks complains about the size and constituency of the AAP, see Locks Motion ¶¶
52-59, but this is at odds with the Settlement Agreement and his own involvement in the process.
The Settlement Agreement provided for an AAP consisting of five board-certified neurologists
who are to be jointly recommended by Co-Lead Class Counsel and the NFL and to be compensated
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a “reasonable rate” for their time. See Settlement Agreement § 9.8(a). In marshaling candidates
for consideration for the AAP and the AAPC slots, Seeger Weiss reached out on several occasions
to Class Counsel, including Locks. See Seeger Decl. ¶ 21. Similarly, as the NFL proposed
candidates for the AAP and the AAPC, Seeger Weiss sought the input of Class Counsel, including
Locks. See id. Ultimately, each side in the process worked through the qualifications and
backgrounds of over 40 possible candidates, reduced that to a smaller pool whom the parties
interviewed, and then reached a final slate of candidates that were presented to the Court for
appointment along with a common “reasonable rate” that was based on the compensation each of
the candidates reported they would typically accept for such an engagement. See id. The
qualifications of these candidates speak for themselves and include two who were originally
proposed by Locks. See id. His complaints at this late date about the composition of the AAP and
AAPC or their members’ compensation are not only untimely, but also peculiar given the
appointment of two of the candidates whom he recommended in the first place. See id.
When the volume of claims, like registrations, exceeded projections, and one member of
the AAP was not able to dedicate sufficient time to his responsibilities, the decision was made to
remove one member of the AAP and add two new members. See id. 22. The same process as in
the initial selection of members was followed. Co-Lead Class Counsel identified candidates,
including those proposed by Locks and other Class Counsel. See id. The Parties then engaged in
a review of the candidates and ultimately reached an agreement on two candidates, who were
submitted to the Court for consideration. See id.; Brown Decl. ¶¶ 15-16.
The Locks Motion completely neglects this second effort by Co-Lead Class Counsel to not
only ensure a fully productive AAP, but to augment the AAP’s ranks in order to increase its
capacity. Locks also neglects its own role in the process, except to complain that three of its other
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candidates did not end up on the AAP. One of those candidates, though, made clear in conversation
with the parties that he was not really looking for new engagements but would possibly consider
the opportunity, but for a rate far in excess of the “reasonable rate” ultimately approved by the
Court (and accepted by every other candidate). See Seeger Decl. ¶ 23. The second candidate was
originally suggested by the NFL. See id. The third candidate was not viable because he was
plainly conflicted, listing a multi-year “Consultantship” with Locks from 2015-17. See id. Finally,
Locks’ suggestion that candidacies were jeopardized if a neurologist had treated a player is simply
false. One of the current members had treated and diagnosed a player who is a Settlement Class
Member. There can be no dispute that all of the candidates approved by the Court are qualified to
serve on the AAP or AAPC. See id.
The AAP has not failed. Since they were appointed on March 5, 2018 (ECF No. 9753),
the new members of the AAP were quickly brought up to speed on their duties, and they have
already enabled that body to increase the number of claims that it is reviewing on a weekly basis.
See id. 24.
Second, there is no doubt, as Locks offers, that Section 6.4(b) of the Settlement establishes
a standard of review by the AAP and for pre-Effective Date claims that the diagnoses be “based
on principles” that are “generally consistent” with the BAP criteria. Locks Motion ¶¶15-17. The
“generally consistent” standard has been the subject of dispute between the Settling Parties, has
been the subject of appeals of Notices of Monetary Awards and Denials of Monetary Awards, and
has been addressed in what Seeger Weiss sees as a favorable February FAQ. See FAQ 95. Locks
seeks to take the NFL’s disagreement with Locks’ understanding of the “generally consistent”
standard as proof that the Settlement, like the AAP, is not working. Through the process of
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argument, appeals, and presentations to the Special Masters, guidance on the standard has been
developed.
C.
“The Latest Skirmish” – Locks’ Flawed Example of a Failed Settlement
Received a Notice of Monetary Award
Locks offers the case of Mr. Radloff to show that the claims process is not working. Locks
Motion ¶¶ 28-32. To the contrary, Mr. Radloff’s situation demonstrates that it is. Mr. Radloff’s
claim was approved and he received a Notice of Monetary Award. See Seeger Decl. ¶ 26. The
Anapol Weiss firm filed a Motion for a Hearing to Seek Court Intervention of the Processing of
Certain Claims the day prior to the Locks Motion, based solely on the pending claim of Mr.
Radloff. 17 ECF No. 9784. Anapol Weiss complained about the time that Mr. Radloff has been
waiting for his claim to be determined, but neglected to offer that Mr. Radloff’s claim involved an
“Unavailable Physician” (discussed above), which required special accommodation (or the
prospect of possible denial). See id. Once accommodation of the claim was reached through the
efforts of Co-Lead Class Counsel, the claim was presented to the AAP for review and, on the
Saturday before the Anapol Motion was filed, was approved by the AAP. See id. When the Notice
of Monetary Award was sent to Mr. Radloff, Anapol immediately had to dismiss its motion as
moot. ECF No. 9788.
There is no doubt that some claims will raise more issues than others, leading to longer
processing times or even outcomes that will be the subject of an appeal (either by a player or the
NFL). 18 Any denial can be seen as an injustice, just like any appeal of an award can be
17

It is evident that the Anapol Motion was filed in coordination with the Locks Motion. Not
only does the timing of the two motions suggest coordination – the Anapol Motion on March 19th
and the Locks Motion on March 20th – but the Locks Motion discusses the fact that Mr. Radloff
received a Notice of Monetary Award even though the Anapol Motion had not yet been withdrawn.
18

The Anapol Motion and the Locks Motion were both joined in by Mitnick. ECF Nos. 9785,
9834. In both Joinders, Mitnick offers up anecdotes concerning two of his clients to show that
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characterized as an effort by the NFL to undo what is right. There is no disputing the fact that the
NFL has often been difficult to deal with in the Settlement implementation, and the advocacy of
Co-Lead Class Counsel has been necessary to ensure that the Settlement is and remains fair to the
Settlement Class Members. But hyperbole is not truth. The Settlement is paying hundreds of
millions of dollars to the Settlement Class Members. With the increase in tools provided by the
FAQs promulgated in February, Co-Lead Class Counsel is ensuring that the claims process, like
the audit process, works as it should. No doubt, there may be delays in processing some claims,
but as the Court made clear in disposing of the X1Law Motion, the claims process needs to play
out and a full and proper administrative record created. Attempting “to circumvent those processes
by directly petitioning the Court is improper.” (ECF No. 8882).
D.

The Audit Process Is Working

Locks focuses on one isolated example to argue that the audit process is not working.
Locks Motion ¶¶ 23-27. Like the example of Mr. Radloff (first raised in the Anapol Motion), the

there is a problem with delay. In Mitnick’s case, the delay was largely his own creation. For the
first player that he discussed, in May 2017, Mr. Mitnick had submitted the Claim Package with a
Diagnosing Physician Certification by someone who was not qualified. Only three months later,
in August 2017, this claim was denied in due course as a result of Mr. Mitnick’s error. When he
resubmitted his client’s claim with a new Claim Package in March 2018, with a Diagnosing
Physician Certification signed by a different medical provider, it was subject to immediate audit
as part of the fraud prevention provisions of the Settlement Agreement. See Settlement Agreement
§ 10.3(d)(i) Notably, although the initial claim was processed in three months, Mr. Mitnick took
seven months to file the new claim for his client. See Seeger Decl. ¶ 28.
The story concerning the claim of the second player that Mitnick discusses is equally a
story about his own delay. Mitnick originally submitted a deficient Claim Package in May 2017.
Mr. Mitnick quickly received a notice requesting additional records. Over the next several months,
Mr. Mitnick slowly provided the additional documentation that was requested, culminating in
December 2017 when Mr. Mitnick submitted an updated Diagnosing Physician Certification,
which contained a different diagnosis date than the original Diagnosing Physician Certification.
Only 5 days later, after he finally cured all the deficiencies in his client’s claim and provided a
correct Diagnosing Physician Certification, the Claims Administrator approved the claim and
issued a Notice of Monetary Award Determination. See id. ¶ 29.
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example that Locks uses is also not a Locks client, 19 and like the Anapol Weiss example, the earlier
admonition of the Court when it disposed of the X1Law motion should have been heeded. At any
rate, on March 23, 2018, shortly after Locks filed the instant motion, the audit that Locks describes
was closed in due course. See Seeger Decl. ¶ 27. There was no “gutting [of] the approved
diagnosis and claim.” Locks Motion ¶ 26. Rather, on April 4, 2018, a substantial payment was
made to the Settlement Class Member. See Seeger Decl. ¶ 27.
From the start of the audit process, over 100 claims have already been released to proceed
to processing on the merits. See Brown Decl,, ¶ 41(a). Others are moving through the audit process
and may also be released or eventually referred to the Special Masters for consideration. See id. ¶
41(b). Any claims program, particularly one as expansive as this, will require audit procedures. 20
Given questions about the integrity of many of the claims that were submitted in the first year of
the program, the audit process is playing an important role in separating claims for more rapid
review from those claims that require further investigation.
Seeger Weiss is aware of the potential that any audit process has for abuse – and is
vigilantly monitoring each audit as it readies for the next stage of the audit process. Indeed, Seeger
Weiss’ role in overseeing the audit process is expressly set forth in the Rules Governing Audits
that the Special Masters promulgated in February. Co-Lead Class Counsel has the opportunity to

19

Inasmuch as Locks cannot even find actual examples from his own roster of
“approximately 1,100 registered players” and has to rely on inapt examples offered by other firms’
clients (whose identifying information Locks has failed to fully redact on multiple occasions), it is
difficult to accept Locks’ sweeping contention that the Settlement is “in danger of failing in its
execution.”
20

The Claims Administrator describes the Audit process at length in the Response by the
Claims Administrator to Motion to Prohibit Ex Parte Interviews with Treating Physicians
(Document No. 9815) and Partial Joinder (Document No. 9843) to the Motion Brought by the
Locks Law Firm, Filed by Neurocognitive Football Lawyers, LLC (ECF No. 9870).
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review and weigh in on any audit report before referral to the Special Master, has the opportunity
to submit statements after referral to the Special Master and, in the instances where the Special
Master accepts the referral and proceeds to a hearing, the opportunity to submit papers in the course
of the proceedings. Co-Lead Class Counsel will continue to ensure that the audit process serves
its limited purpose of identifying claims based on misrepresentations, not as a alternative avenue
of appeal for the NFL.
E.

Claims Where the Diagnosing “Physician Is Unavailable” to Sign a DPC

The Settlement Agreement, which Locks signed, generally requires the submission of a
Diagnosing Physician Certification with the Claims Package. There are some exceptions to that
general rule, one of which has caused complications for some of Locks’ clients’ and other Class
Members. As a general principle, the diagnosing physician must sign the Diagnosing Physician
Certification. This general principle is subject to a list of enumerated exceptions in Section 8.2(a)
of the Settlement Agreement, including the one that has been the focus of another of Locks’
recurring complaints.

Section 8.2(a)(iii) provides that a Claim Package does not need a

Diagnosing Physician Certification from diagnosing physician when that physician is dead,
incompetent, or incapacitated:
In cases where a Retired NFL Football Player has received a Qualifying Diagnosis
and the diagnosing physician who provided the Qualifying Diagnosis, as set forth
in Exhibit 1, has died or has been deemed by a court of competent jurisdiction
legally incapacitated or incompetent prior to the Effective Date, or otherwise prior
to completing a Diagnosing Physician Certification, the Retired NFL Football
Player (or his Representative Claimant, if applicable) may obtain a Diagnosing
Physician Certification from a separate qualified physician for the Qualifying
Diagnosis as specified in Exhibit 1 based on an independent examination by the
qualified physician and a review of the Retired NFL Football Player’s medical
records that formed the basis of the Qualifying Diagnosis by the deceased or legally
incapacitated or incompetent physician.
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As it made clear to Locks in response to the November Memo, Seeger Weiss does not agree
with the NFL’s position, but has worked tirelessly to ensure that “unavailable physicians” in other
circumstances are not grounds for denial of meritorious claims. 21 In another quixotic effort to
champion nonexistent settlement terms, Locks argues that an “obvious indicia of reliability”
standard is supposed to guide the process for such claims. Locks Motion ¶ 40. The simple answer
to that contention is that there is no such standard.
F.

There Have Been No “Surprise Amendments”

Locks argues that he needs to be in charge because of “surprise amendments” to the
Settlement that have been made during implementation. Locks Motion ¶¶ 43-51. That is not true,
the process is transparent. See Brown Decl. ¶¶ 24-25. The first supposed “amendment” is the
“strict application” of the BAP. This has been discussed at length above and was briefed in
response to the X1Law Motion. There is no “strict requirement” and if Locks does not believe the
information requested after preliminary review of a claims package is needed, he can hit the “Send
to AAP” button to expedite review on the merits.
Relatedly, Locks complains about notices of preliminary review in dementia claims,
requesting sworn statements to corroborate a player’s functional impairment. Locks Motion ¶¶
14(f), 43-44. As discussed above, any corroborative evidence will suffice so long as it provided a
basis for the physician’s diagnosis, including pre-diagnosis matters stated in a verification.
Although a post-date verification might raise some discussion with the Claims Administrator, there

21

Locks also raises the issue of physicians under the NFL’s 88 Plan (a neurocognitive benefit
plan for players) not being permitted to sign Diagnosing Physician Certifications. See Locks
Motion ¶ 41. That, too, is unavailing. Although these physicians have been directed for legal
reasons by the Plan Trustee not to sign Diagnosing Physician Certifications, Seeger Weiss
negotiated an accommodation for this as well, which is now reflected in FAQs 93 and 111.
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is no mandatory requirement that a verification supporting facts on which a diagnosis is based be
dated prior to the date of diagnosis.
VI.

LOCKS’ ALLIES DO NOT ADVANCE HIS CAUSE

A handful of firms joined in the Locks Motion – which is far from impressive given that
the Settlement involves over 413 law firms and 11,007 unrepresented Settlement Class Members, 22
and two of those firms have already withdrawn their Joinder. See Seeger Decl. ¶ 35. An
examination of those remaining firms quickly shows three things: (i) the Settlement is working;
(ii) they provide no genuine support for Locks; and (iii) if anything, the Joinder of certain firms
should give the Court pause.
First, the Settlement is working. Among the firms filing Joinders, there are 172 claims
involving their clients that have been approved, representing nearly $173 million in Monetary
Awards noticed. Indeed Kreindler has already had 6 of its 9 claims approved, Casey Gerry has
had its one claim approved, and Mitnick has had 8 of his 13 claims approved. Complaints from
various law firms that the Settlement is becoming filled with onerous burdens or, as Locks put it a
“labyrinth” (Locks Motion ¶ 13) needs to be considered in light of the fact that 81 unrepresented
Settlement Class Members have already received awards. See Seeger Decl. ¶ 36.
Second, the Joinders lend no genuine support to the Locks Motion. There can be little
doubt that many of the Joinders were orchestrated. Three of them are identical, strongly suggesting
that a template was employed. See ECF Nos. 9813 (Pope McGlamry Joinder), 9821 (McCorvey
Joinder), 9830 (Casey Gerry Joinder). Another 9 say little more than “me too” and offer no details
to support either their interest in joining the Locks Motion or the merits of the Locks Motion,

22

To date, 122 firms have filed claims for their clients and 677 unrepresented Settlement
Class Members have submitted claims. See id.
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including Anapol, Franco, Goldberg (with Girardi Keese and Russomano & Borrello), Hakimi,
Neurocognitive Football Lawyers, Podhurst, Provost, Smith & Stallworth, and Wyatt. Indeed,
some of these firms do not even have clients of their own or have no claims pending, so their
support for the Locks Motion is rather meaningless. These include Casey Gerry, whose only claim
to date has been paid; Franco, which has filed no claims; Hagen, which has not registered for any
players; McCorvey, which has filed no claims; and Russomanno (which is listed in the Goldberg
Persky Joinder). See Seeger Decl. ¶ 37. Others make clear that they do not even support Locks’
nomination of himself as Administrative Class Counsel, either remaining silent on that matter or
proposing the creation of a committee in his stead. 23 See Joinders of Anapol, Hagen, Hausfeld,
Kreindler, Podhurst, and Zimmerman.
Third, the involvement of some of the firms that filed Joinders should give the Court
pause. 24 As with Locks’ clients, Seeger Weiss and the Claims Administrator receive regular

23

This is exactly what Seeger Weiss endeavored to do with the regular calls and
communications with Locks and the other Class Counsel – establish an informal committee. As
appealing as the notion of a committee is, its utility is limited. It is good for the development of
ideas, the gathering of information, and the identification of problems, but only so long as the
members of the committee are truly committed to the common good. Besides, each side of the
Settlement (the administrators, the NFL, and the Settlement Class) have their lead liaison. The
proposal for a liaison committee to work on the implementation of the Settlement is ill-considered
and would lead to inefficiency and delay.
24

A special case among the Joinder firms is Lubel, who has his particular agenda. He
attacked the Settlement both before and after final approval. As counsel for the Alexander
Objectors, he filed objections to the Settlement and was one of the few who took his objections to
the Third Circuit. See ECF Nos. 6237, 6552. Once the Settlement went into effect, he shifted to
attacking Co-Lead Class Counsel, filing objections to the fee petition (arguing inane evidentiary
points) (ECF No. 7355), an unsuccessful motion to take discovery of Co-Lead Class Counsel
(ECF No. 7606), an unauthorized sur-reply brief in opposition to the fee petition, (ECF No. 7533),
a meritless and similarly unauthorized supplement to his objections to the Fee Petition (ECF No.
8395), and a motion to compel compliance with CMO No. 5 (which the Court denied) (ECF Nos.
8396, 8449, 9510). The Locks Motion simply afforded Lubel another opportunity to emerge and
mount more attacks on Co-Lead Class Counsel and reiterate his longstanding contention that the
Settlement’s promised benefits are illusory.
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communications from some of these firms’ clients with questions and related complaints that their
own lawyers are not returning their calls. 25 These include most notably Goldberg Persky,
Kreindler, Mitnick, Pope McGlamry, and Provost. See Seeger Decl. ¶ 38. Moreover, based on
Seeger Weiss’ investigation to date, Locks and many of the Joinder firms have signed-off on 138
funding assignments of the claims of 99 of their clients representing advances of over
$5,600,000. 26 See id. ¶ 39. Yet others are dragging out the claims process for their own clients by
not responding to requests from the Claims Administrator for months at a time, resulting in above
average response times (even greater than those of unrepresented Settlement Class Members).
These include Zimmerman, Girardi, Kreindler, and Wyatt. See id. ¶ 40.
More disturbingly, a few of the firms have either clients’ claims under formal audit, or they
themselves are under formal audit. See id. ¶ 41. Perhaps those firms hope that a changing of the
guard as to oversight of the claims process will bring them less unwelcome scrutiny. Because of
the sensitivity of these ongoing investigations, the details of these audit investigations will not be

25

Others appear to be ignorant of basic aspects of the Settlement program. For instance, the
Berkowitz Joinder clumsily refers to a “Claims Commission” that is reviewing claims. See ECF
No. 9855, at 4. There is a Claims Administrator, but no “Claims Commission.”
26

Two firms that have joined in the Locks Motion went over and above the simple act of
signing assignments on behalf of their clients. Mitnick actually solicited for Thrivest, one of the
most notorious funders known to Co-Lead Class Counsel in the Settlement. See Seeger Decl.,
Exhibit E. The other, Hakimi (f/k/a Top NFL Lawyers) was also initially engaged in a side
business of seeking investors to fund lending arrangements with players with promised returns of
nearly 80%. See Seeger Decl., Exhibit F.
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provided here, but will be shared in camera if the Court requests. 27 In all, there are over 356 claims
in audit for Locks and the firms who have filed Joinders. 28 See id.
Finally, one of the Joinders, Zimmerman’s, raised two concerns in sufficient detail that
have not yet been addressed. However, Zimmerman, like Locks, does not appreciate how the
Settlement is now working, in large measure because of Seeger Weiss’ efforts, or simply does not
understand the Settlement.
In its Joinder, Zimmerman raises a concern with the requirement that the diagnosing
physician needs to actually see the player in the course of rendering a diagnosis. Co-Lead Class
Counsel, though, spoke with attorneys at Zimmerman in September 2017 about this very issue.
See id. ¶ 42.

Although there were treating physicians for many of Zimmerman’s clients,

Zimmerman decided to hire a neurologist to review each of the players’ medical records and
complete a Diagnosing Physician Certification. No other firm undertook this practice. As CoLead Class Counsel explained to the Zimmerman firm last September, this Settlement program is
not one where medical records are simply submitted for review by the AAP or the Claims
Administrator along with a Claim Form. See id. Rather, there needs to be a diagnosing physician

27

The circumstances surrounding the so-called Neurocognitive Football Lawyers are
discussed at some length in the Response by the Claims Administrator to its Joinder and Motion
to Prohibit Ex Parte Interviews, filed on April 9, 2018 (ECF No. 9870). Neurocognitive Football
Lawyers is a consortium of four law firms that were not involved in any of the lawsuits against the
NFL before the Settlement. Id. at 3. They have submitted 143 claims, all based on alleged
dementia or Alzheimer’s disease. Id. at 5. Of these, 131 claims are in one or more audits based
on the use of questionable examination techniques that yielded diagnoses for virtually every
examined player. Id. at 22-30.
28

These include the firms that submitted claims supported by a neuropsychologist, Dr. Serena
Hoover, who has been banned from the Settlement Program for her conduct in evaluating players.
Many of these firms have only a handful of claims in audit, but others, such as Hakimi (f/k/a Top
NFL Lawyers), Smith & Stallworth and Neurocognitive Lawyers account for 258 of these claims
in audit. See Seeger Decl. ¶ 41. Of course, some firms with claims pending have no claims in
audit, including Girardi, Kreindler, and Provost. See id.
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– either a pre-Effective Date physician who might have been a treating physician, or a Qualified
MAF Physician or a BAP Provider after the Effective Date. The diagnosing physician is to
examine the player, perhaps administering neuropsychological assessments. Indeed, the fact that
the Settlement requires that a diagnosis be made while a player is living emphasizes this point. As
Co-Lead Class Counsel explained, the treating physicians for Zimmerman’s players should simply
provide the Diagnosing Physician Certification. See FAQ 88.
Zimmerman also raises concerns with the BAP. 29 It asserts an alleged failing of the BAP
by pointing to the number of players who are eligible for the BAP (over 12,000) and comparing
that to the number of appointments that have been scheduled. As the BAP Administrator makes
clear, however, only a fraction of the 12,000 eligible players have yet endeavored to schedule their
BAP appointments to date -- only 3,944 have. See Garretson Decl., ¶ 15. Indeed, many of these
players are under the age of 43 and will not need to have their BAP examinations completed until
the BAP program begins to wind down in 2027. Currently, 92.5% of the players who have
contacted the BAP Administrator have had one or more appointments offered to them or
scheduled. See id.
With respect to the scheduling of the examinations themselves, Seeger Weiss
acknowledges that there are, and will always be, instances where the program does not work
perfectly. A BAP Provider may fail to properly notify a player about a cancellation, a player may
fail to properly confirm an appointment, or a BAP Provider may be slow to finalize a report. The
BAP Administrator, however, is actively engaged in ensuring that each aspect of the BAP Program
29

Podhurst refers to this portion of the Zimmerman Joinder in its own Joinder. ECF No.
9831, at 3. Locks raises an additional concern (with no supporting detail) that few players are
receiving diagnoses and that BAP Providers are leaving the BAP Program. See Locks Motion¶
14(l). The BAP program has already provided 51 diagnoses and there is no exodus of BAP
Providers. See Garreston Decl., ¶ 25.
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is working as it should, and intervenes to address problems with BAP Providers as they arise. See
Id. ¶¶ 5, 6, 12, 13, 18, 20, 22-24.
Similarly, the timing between contact from a player and the scheduled appointment is, on
average, 36 days. See id., ¶ 15. There are some regions where scheduling is currently on a slower
schedule. The BAP Administrator, however, is engaged in identifying and contracting with BAP
Providers in those regions and anticipates that appointments can be accelerated when additional
Providers are available. See id., ¶ 19. Finally, the BAP Administrator has worked to ensure that
BAP Providers finalize full and accurate reports of the evaluations to ensure that diagnoses can be
paid without problem. See id., ¶¶ 20-23.
VII. CONCLUSION
In short, the Locks Motion and the various Joinders in support thereof make no persuasive
case for appointing an “Administrative Class Counsel” more than fifteen months into the
Settlement’s implementation. Contrary to the rhetoric and bombast presented, the facts speak for
themselves. The Settlement is working and the existing oversight structure is fully capable of
addressing any problems or glitches. For all of the foregoing reasons, the Court should deny the
Locks Motion.

Dated: April 13, 2018

Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Christopher A. Seeger
Christopher A. Seeger
SEEGER WEISS LLP
55 Challenger Road, 6th Fl
Ridgefield Park, New Jersey 07660
Phone: (212) 584-0700
Fax: (212) 584-0799
Co-Lead Class Counsel
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, Christopher A. Seeger, hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing
response was served electronically via the Court’s electronic filing system on the date below upon
all counsel of record in this matter.

Dated: April 13, 2018

Respectfully submitted,
/s/ Christopher A. Seeger
Christopher A. Seeger
SEEGER WEISS LLP
55 Challenger Road, 6th Fl
Ridgefield Park, New Jersey 07660
Phone: (212) 584-0700
Fax: (212) 584-0799
Co-Lead Class Counsel
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA
No. 2:12-md-02323-AB
IN RE: NATIONAL FOOTBALL
LEAGUE PLAYERS’ CONCUSSION
INJURY LITIGATION

MDL No. 2323
Hon. Anita B. Brody

Civ. Action No. 14-00029-AB

Kevin Turner and Shawn Wooden,
on behalf of themselves and
others similarly situated,
Plaintiffs,
v.
National Football League and
NFL Properties LLC,
successor-in-interest to
NFL Properties, Inc.,
Defendants.

THIS DOCUMENT RELATES TO:
ALL ACTIONS

DECLARATION OF CHRISTOPHER A. SEEGER IN SUPPORT OF OPPOSITION OF
CO-LEAD CLASS COUNSEL TO MOTION OF THE LOCKS FIRM FOR
APPOINTMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE CLASS COUNSEL

CHRISTOPHER A. SEEGER declares, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, based upon his
personal knowledge, information and belief, the following:
1.

I am a founding member of Seeger Weiss LLP (“Seeger Weiss”) and was appointed

by the Court on April 25, 2012, to serve as Plaintiffs’ Co-Lead Counsel, and as a member of the
Plaintiffs’ Executive Committee (“PEC”) (ECF No. 64). I was the principal negotiator and
architect of the Class Action Settlement dated June 25, 2014, between the Plaintiff Class and the
Defendants National Football League and NFL Properties LLC (ECF No. 6073-2), which was
1
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preliminarily approved on July 7, 2014 (ECF No. 6084, ¶ 3(b)), amended as of February 13, 2015
(ECF No. 6481-1), and finally approved on April 22, 2015 (ECF No. 6510) (“Settlement” or
“Settlement Agreement”). Upon these approvals of the Settlement, I was first appointed to serve
and then confirmed in my role as Co-Lead Class Counsel.
2.

I have previously detailed my work as Co-Lead Counsel Counsel, as well as the

work of my firm, in securing the Settlement, and the work performed in the first nine months of
the Settlement’s implementation in my Declaration in Support of Co-Lead Class Counsel’s
Petition for an Award of Attorneys’ Fees, Reimbursement of Costs and Expenses, Adoption of a
Set-Aside of Five Percent of Each Monetary Award and Derivative Claimant Award, and Case
Contribution Awards for Class Representatives (ECF No. 7151-2); my Supplemental Declaration
in further support of the Fee Petition (ECF No. 7464-1); my Declaration in Support of Proposed
Allocation of Common Benefit Attorneys’ Fees, Payment of Common Benefit Expenses, and
Payment of Case Contribution Awards to Class Representatives (ECF No. 8447); and my Omnibus
Reply Declaration in support of the Allocation Recommendation (ECF No. 8934). Those facts
need not be repeated here, and familiarity with them is assumed for purposes of this Declaration.
3.

Based on my extensive work in securing and effectuating the Settlement, I have

personal knowledge and full familiarity with the matters set forth herein. I submit this Declaration
in opposition to the Motion of the Locks Firm for Appointment of Administrative Class Counsel
(ECF No. 9786) (“Locks Motion”).
Ramp-Up of Implementation and Status of Monetary Awards for the First Year
4.

On April 9, 2018, Seeger Weiss as Co-Lead Class Counsel hosted the 88th regular

weekly implementation conference call with the Claims Administrator (BrownGreer PLC), the
Baseline Assessment Program (“BAP”) and Lien Resolution Administrator (Garretson Resolution

2
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Group), and counsel for the NFL.

These calls are the central platform for coordinating

implementation of the Settlement and were accompanied by other ad hoc calls and
communications focused on particular tasks or problems. Each aspect of the Settlement required,
among other things, the development of the basic documents that were to be used to register and
submit a claim; the establishment of national networks of physicians and medical providers that
would serve as Qualified Monetary Award Fund (“MAF”) Physicians and BAP Providers; and the
institution of policies that would regulate the operations of the Claims, BAP, and Lien Resolution
Administrators.
5.

Even before the first of regular weekly calls, Co-Lead Class Counsel was engaged

with the Administrators and NFL to begin addressing the innumerable details that this Settlement
entails. As will be discussed in more detail below, Seeger Weiss used the many tools available
under the Settlement Agreement, including the appeals process and petitions to the Special Masters
to shape a program that is delivering the promised benefits to the Settlement Class Members.
6.

As of April 9, 2018, 377 Notices of Monetary Awards have been sent to Settlement

Class Members, reflecting $411,237,005 in awards, and this number is increasing on a daily basis.
At the close of the first year of the MAF, the Notices of Monetary Awards are already exceeding
the projections for claims in the first year, and claims from the first year are still being approved.
7.

The Qualifying Diagnoses for Alzheimer’s and dementia (Level 1.5 and Level 2

Neurocognitive Impairment) have been a prime focus for complaints. These too, however, are
being awarded. Over 192 Notices of Monetary Awards for these Qualifying Diagnoses of
Alzheimer’s and dementia have been issued, representing a value of over $202 million. Indeed,
now that the many claims requiring further investigation by the Claims Administrator have been

3
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identified and distinguished from the others, there has been a marked increase in the approval of
these claims since February.
8.

Locks contends that the Settlement has not even reached first-year projections, but

does so by myopically focusing only on the checks that have been sent out rather than the larger
number of claims that have been submitted during the first year, including those that are continuing
to be approved and which will be paid in the coming months. While there are many claims that
have been submitted in the first year that have not yet been reviewed on the merits, given the
Notices of Monetary Awards that have already been issued, it is clear that the Settlement is on
track to deliver in excess of the projections for the first five years. The data are available on the
Settlement Website (www.NFLConcussionSettlement.com) and, as of April 9, 2018, reflected that
the Settlement has already exceeded the projected numbers of ALS claims (28 awards with only
17 projected), Parkinson’s claims (61 awards with 14 projected), and Death with CTE claims (61
awards with 51 projected). There have also been 115 Alzheimer’s claims, 43 Level 2 claims, and
71 Level 1.5 claims approved. With over 881 claims for Alzheimer’s and/or dementia from the
first year of the MAF still pending decision, it is evident that these projections, too, will be
exceeded.
9.

Importantly, since the Locks Motion was filed, 53 new Notices of Monetary Award

have been sent to Settlement Class Members, representing over $63 million in awards, and 45
more payments have been made, totaling over $34 million.
10.

These successes are largely due to the ongoing efforts of Seeger Weiss. The work

of Seeger Weiss since Final Approval through September 2017 has been discussed at length in the
aforementioned Declarations that were submitted in the course of briefing the Common Benefit
Fee Petition and proposed allocations.

4
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Seeger Weiss’ Leadership and Accomplishments in Implementation
11.

For the purposes of the present motion, several of the more recent accomplishments

by Seeger Weiss require particular attention and address many of the ill-considered claims made
by Locks and some of the firms joining in the motion about the failure of the Settlement Program
under Seeger Weiss’ leadership. Seeger Weiss has successfully driven the Settlement in the
interest of the Settlement Class.
12.

As an unprecedented undertaking in terms of measuring neurocognitive impairment

for thousands of Class Members, the Settlement presented challenges in initial implementation and
the commencement of benefits required substantial undertakings. This can easily be illustrated by
the need to establish and train two national networks of physicians and a Monetary Award program
that will be in operation for 65 years. Importantly, the awards are sizeable, ranging up to $5 million.
Given the Settlement program’s uncapped structure, to secure the integrity of the Settlement,
Seeger Weiss further needed to appropriately balance and address the potential for unfounded
claims while protecting the rights and claims of otherwise worthy Settlement Class Members. As
the implementation continued under the leadership of Seeger Weiss, the Settlement has come to
deliver the negotiated benefits to the Settlement Class. Among the points on which Seeger Weiss
provided leadership are the following.
13.

The Earlier Date for a Qualifying Diagnosis. The question of determining the

date of a Qualifying Diagnosis had been an issue from the beginning of the claims process. The
issue is significant because once a player reaches the age of 45, his monetary award decreases
every year. A difference of even one year can translate into a substantial difference in the amount
of a Monetary Award. The NFL’s position was, and still is, that the earliest the date of diagnosis
can be is the date that the diagnosing physician first personally examined the player. It was my

5
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position, however – as reflected in briefing for the Special Masters on the issue – that diagnosing
physicians, based on their personal examination of the player, as well as a review of that player’s
existing medical records, may properly determine that the player suffered from a Qualifying
Diagnosis on a date earlier than the initial personal examination by the diagnosing physician, and
that diagnosing physicians should be able to use that earlier date if they think that it is
appropriate. The Special Masters accepted my position in the FAQs that they promulgated in early
February 2018. Specifically, FAQ 93 allows physicians to use their “sound clinical medical
judgment” to determine that the player’s diagnosed conditions “existed at a date earlier than the
date of personal examination of the Player by the physician making the diagnosis and signing the
DPC [Diagnosing Physician Certification (“DPC”) (i.e., medical certification)] form.”
14.

MAF Physicians’ Ability to Rely on Historic Neuropsychological Records. The

Settling Parties had differing views as to whether Qualified MAF Physicians could rely on historic
neuropsychological testing when making a dementia diagnoses (Level 1.5 and Level 2), or whether
they were required to send the player for new neuropsychological testing. This testing included
earlier neuropsychological testing for one of the NFL benefit plans, such as the 88 Plan. The
NFL’s position was that a Qualified MAF Physician could rely only on neuropsychological testing
that was conducted at the direction of the Qualified MAF Physician. Seeger Weiss advocated,
through submissions before the Special Masters, to recognize and respect the medical judgment of
the Qualified MAF Physicians and enabling them to rely on historic neuropsychological testing if
they found it to be reliable, particularly when the testing was part of one of the NFL benefits plans.
The Special Masters accepted this position and FAQ 102 now gives the Claims Administrator the
discretion “to decide whether to accept neuropsychological testing from other sources based on
the unique facts and circumstances of a particular claim” so long as it is less than 12 months

6
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old. Similarly, FAQs 93 and 111 permit the use of earlier neuropsychological testing under the 88
Plan or another NFL benefit plan.
15.

Ensuring Fairness and Efficiency While Seeking the Production of Raw

Scores. The NFL’s position was that the raw scores from the player’s neuropsychological testing
must be provided in order for a claim to be complete. Failure to provide the raw scores would
result in the claim being denied. Although Seeger Weiss recognized the potential relevance of raw
scores in assessing a claim, Co-Lead Class Counsel further maintained that it would be unfair to
penalize a player by denying his claim simply because his neuropsychologist is unable to provide
raw scores or delaying the processing of his claim pending such production. The Special Masters
agreed with this position and, in accordance with FAQ 105, raw scores are not required “unless
the AAP doctor or the Claims Administrator determines they are necessary.”
16.

Accommodating the “Unavailability” of Diagnosing Physician or Medical

Records. Under the Settlement Agreement, one of the few express exceptions to the requirement
that the player submit a Diagnosing Physician Certification from the Diagnosing Physician is if
the Diagnosing Physician died, or was declared incompetent or legally incapacitated before the
Effective Date. Similarly, the only exception to the requirement that the player submit medical
records reflecting the claimed diagnosis was if the records were destroyed by a force majeure type
event. For every claim that fit easily into these exceptions, there were some where the diagnosing
physician is still alive and competent but unavailable as a practical matter, or where medical
records are no longer available due to a variety of reasons, including routine destruction of older
records. These claims were vulnerable to denial under the terms of the Settlement Agreement.
Seeger Weiss was initially able to secure the NFL’s consent to look at such circumstances on a
case-by-case basis rather than categorically rejecting claims affected by them, and Seeger Weiss

7
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dedicated many hours to reviewing each Claim Package and negotiating with the NFL. The claims
in which Seeger Weiss successfully negotiated an accommodation of a claim based on a living and
competent yet unavailable physician or missing medical records included claims submitted by
Locks, Anapol, Pope McGlamry, Goldberg Persky, and many unrepresented Settlement Class
Members.

In some of these claims, Seeger Weiss had disputes with the NFL that were

irreconcilable – either because of the burden placed on the Settlement Class Member by the only
accommodation that the NFL was willing to offer or because of the NFL’s refusal to offer an
accommodation. The Special Masters ultimately took up this issue and, in FAQ 115, gave the
Claims Administrator the discretion to decide whether the Diagnosing Physician Certification and
medical records requirements should be excused in particular cases.
17.

Providing for the Downgrading of Qualifying Diagnoses to Speed Awards.

Early on in the claims process Seeger Weiss realized that there would be situations in which a
player’s claim might be denied with respect to the asserted Qualifying Diagnosis, but that there
would be sufficient evidence in the Claim Package to support a different Qualifying Diagnosis.
For example, a player submits a claim for Level 2 Neurocognitive Impairment (moderate dementia)
but the evidence supports only a Level 1.5 Neurocognitive Impairment (early dementia). Under
the Settlement Agreement, that claim would be subject to denial and the player would need to file
a de novo claim for a Monetary Award based on an asserted Level 1.5 Neurocognitive Impairment.
Accordingly, in an effort to streamline the process and avoid needless appeals, Co-Lead Class
Counsel proposed that the AAP should have the ability to approve a claim for a lesser Qualifying
Diagnosis or for the asserted Qualifying Diagnosis but with a later diagnosis date. After much
negotiation, the NFL agreed, in part, to “downgrading,” but only in very limited circumstances.

8
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As a result, Seeger Weiss raised the issue with the Special Masters, who agreed and, pursuant to
FAQ 137, gave the AAP the discretion to “downgrade” claims without restriction.
18.

The Definition of “Eligible Season” and the Full 53-Man Active List. At the

heart of the Settlement’s benefits is the “Eligible Season,” which stands as a proxy for exposure to
concussive and sub-concussive hits. The number of Eligible Seasons is, thus, a key driver in the
amount of a Monetary Award and drives a Retired NFL Football Player’s eligibility for
participation in the BAP. A full Eligible Season is earned for each year that a Retired NFL Football
Player was on the Active List for at least three games. The NFL, however, took the rigid position
that uninjured players who were listed as “inactive” on game day would earn nothing toward an
Eligible Season, even though they were shoulder-to-shoulder in practice all week with all of the
other Active List players. As the Court is aware, Seeger Weiss advocated for parity in treatment
of all Retired Players on the Active List up to game day. After Seeger Weiss prevailed on behalf
of the Settlement Class Members before the Special Master (ECF No. 9713), the NFL filed
objections to the Special Master’s Ruling in this Court (ECF No. 9754-1). The Court overruled
that objection, making the final and binding determination that the more reasonable (and expansive)
definition of “Active List” should apply (ECF No. 9754). This victory has already resulted in a
substantial increase in one Monetary Award and has increased the number of players eligible for
the BAP.
19.

In addition to these sorts of global undertakings for the Settlement Class Members,

Seeger Weiss has an intimate and sophisticated a relationship with the workings of the Settlement
program. Seeger Weiss has individual clients, but, as Co-Lead Class Counsel is often the go-to
source for unrepresented Settlement Class Members who need guidance. Similarly, Co-Lead Class
Counsel is tracking each Notice of Monetary Award and Notice of Denial of Monetary Award to

9
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ensure their accuracy and to identify issues that may need to be addressed in the wider Settlement
program. This process has, for example, led to the identification of missing Eligible Seasons or
the use of the wrong age of a player in the calculation of Monetary Awards for certain claims, and
corresponding increases in dollars received by Class Members. Finally, Seeger Weiss tracks each
appeal that is taken by either Settlement Class Members or the NFL. This allows Seeger Weiss to
identify issues that have wider ramifications in the Settlement and may need to be addressed by a
Statement of Co-Lead Class Counsel in support of the Settlement Class Member. Also, Seeger
Weiss works very closely with Settlement Class Members who are facing the appeals process to
help them prepare the best submission that they can – either for their own appeal or to oppose an
appeal by the NFL. Therefore, Locks’ statement that Seeger Weiss lacks “day to day incentive to
engage in aggressive advocacy on behalf of players” is baseless. Locks Motion ¶ 60(f).
Locks Neglects to Mention His Role in Matters About Which He Complains
20.

These and many other accomplishments by Seeger Weiss were known to Locks and

the other Class Counsel who joined in the Locks Motion. Yet no mention is made of these facts
by Locks or the firms that filed Joinders. Seeger Weiss included Class Counsel (including Locks,
Anapol and Podhurst) in the implementation process, including regular calls and in-person
meetings for open discussions of on-going Settlement implementation issues as they arose. They
were asked for input on the fundamental forms to be used in the claims process, in proposing
candidates and in review of candidates’ credentials for the BAP and MAF networks, as well as for
the Appeals Advisory Panel (“AAP”) and Appeals Advisory Panel Consultants (“AAPC”). Indeed,
in the regular calls that Seeger Weiss began to host with the other Class Counsel, the abovementioned issues, and the status, positions, and arguments being made in support of the players
were all discussed up to less than two weeks before the Locks Motion was filed. Class Counsel,
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including Locks reviewed and were able to provide edits to the opposition to the X1Law Motion.
A true and correct copy of the email from the Locks Firm to Seeger Weiss reflecting this
participation is attached hereto as Exhibit A.
21.

In marshaling candidates for consideration for the AAP and the AAPC slots, Seeger

Weiss reached out on several occasions to Class Counsel, including Locks. Similarly, as the NFL
proposed candidates for the AAP and the AAPC, Seeger Weiss sought the input of Class Counsel,
including Locks. Ultimately, each side in the process worked through the qualifications and
backgrounds of over 40 possible candidates, reduced that to a smaller pool whom the parties
interviewed, and then reached a final slate of candidates that were presented to the Court for
appointment along with a common “reasonable rate” that was based on the compensation each of
the candidates reported they would typically accept for such an engagement. The qualifications
of these candidates speak for themselves and include two who were originally proposed by Locks.
His complaints at this late date about the composition of the AAP and AAPC or their members’
compensation are not only untimely, but also peculiar given the appointment of two of the
candidates whom he recommended in the first place.
22.

When the volume of claims, like registrations, exceeded projections, and one

member of the AAP was not able to dedicate sufficient time to his responsibilities, the decision
was made to remove one member of the AAP and add two new members. The same process used
in the initial selection of members was followed. We identified candidates, including those
proposed by Locks and other Class Counsel. The Parties then engaged in a review of the
candidates and ultimately reached an agreement on two candidates, who were submitted to the
Court for consideration.
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23.

The Locks Motion completely neglects this second effort by Seeger Weiss to not

only ensure a fully productive AAP, but to augment the AAP’s ranks in order to increase its
capacity. Locks also neglects its own role in the process, except to complain that three of its other
candidates did not end up on the AAP.

One of those candidates, though, made clear in

conversations with the parties that he was not really looking for new engagements but would
possibly consider the opportunity, but for a rate far in excess of the “reasonable rate” ultimately
approved by the Court (and accepted by every other candidate). The second candidate was
originally suggested by the NFL. The third candidate was not viable because he was plainly
conflicted, having been involved in a multi-year “Consultantship” with Locks from 2015-17.
Finally, Locks’ suggestion that candidacies were jeopardized if a neurologist had treated a player
is simply false. One of the current members had treated and diagnosed a player who is a Settlement
Class Member. There can be no dispute that all of the candidates approved by the Court are
qualified to serve on the AAP or AAPC.
24.

Contrary to Locks’ assertion, the AAP has not failed. Since they were appointed

on March 5, 2018 (ECF No. 9753), the new members of the AAP were quickly brought up to speed
on their duties, and they have already enabled that body to increase the number of claims that it is
reviewing on a weekly basis.
The Examples Locks Raises Provide Not Support for the Locks Motion
25.

Locks points to its November 6, 2017 memorandum to the Claims Administrator

(“November Memo”) to argue that its efforts leading up to the filing of the Locks Motion have
been ignored. What Locks omits from his recitation to the Court, however, is that I swiftly
prepared a reply to Locks, addressing each of the complaints raised. I attach a true and correct
copy of my reply to the November Memo as Exhibit B. In addition, I had hosted an earlier meeting
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in my offices in September 2017 with Locks and the other Class Counsel to discuss these and any
other issues that they had. I and my firm always emphasized open communication with respect to
the Settlement.
26.

Locks offers the case of Mr. Radloff to show that the claims process is not working.

To the contrary, Mr. Radloff’s situation demonstrates that it is. Mr. Radloff’s claim was approved
and he received a Notice of Monetary Award. The Anapol Weiss firm filed a Motion for a Hearing
to Seek Court Intervention of the Processing of Certain Claims the day prior to the Locks Motion,
based solely on the pending claim of Mr. Radloff. ECF No. 9784. Anapol Weiss complained
about the time that Mr. Radloff has been waiting for his claim to be determined, but neglected to
offer that Mr. Radloff’s claim involved an “Unavailable Physician” (discussed above), which
required special accommodation (or the prospect of possible denial). Once accommodation of the
claim was reached through the efforts of Co-Lead Class Counsel, the claim was presented to the
AAP for review and, on the Saturday before the Anapol Motion was filed, was approved by the
AAP. When the Notice of Monetary Award was sent to Mr. Radloff, Anapol immediately had to
withdraw its motion as moot. ECF No. 9788.
27.

Similarly, Locks focuses on one isolated example to argue that the audit process is

not working. On March 23, 2018, shortly after Locks filed the instant motion, the audit that Locks
describes was closed in due course and the Settlement Class Member was paid.
28.

The Anapol Motion and the Locks Motion were both joined in by attorney Craig

Mitnick. ECF Nos. 9785, 9834. In both Joinders, Mr. Mitnick offers up anecdotes concerning
two of his clients to show that there is a problem with delay. In Mr. Mitnick’s case, the delay was
largely his own creation. For the first player that he discussed, in May 2017, Mr. Mitnick had
submitted the Claim Package with a Diagnosing Physician Certification by someone who was not
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qualified. Only three months later, in August 2017, this claim was denied in due course as a result
of Mr. Mitnick’s error. When he resubmitted his client’s claim with a new Claim Package in
March 2018, with a Diagnosing Physician Certification signed by a different medical provider, it
was subject to immediate audit as part of the fraud prevention provisions of the Settlement
Agreement. See Settlement Agreement § 10.3(d)(i)

Notably, although the initial claim was

processed in three months, Mr. Mitnick took seven months to file the new claim for his client.
29.

The story concerning the claim of the second player that Mr. Mitnick discusses is

equally a story about his own delay. Mitnick originally submitted a deficient Claim Package in
May 2017. Mr. Mitnick quickly received a notice requesting additional records. Over the next
several months, Mr. Mitnick slowly provided the additional documentation that was requested,
culminating in December 2017 when Mr. Mitnick submitted an updated Diagnosing Physician
Certification, which contained a different diagnosis date than the original Diagnosing Physician
Certification. Only 5 days later, after he finally cured all the deficiencies in his client’s claim and
provided a correct Diagnosing Physician Certification, the Claims Administrator approved the
claim and issued a Notice of Monetary Award Determination.
Locks Is Not Fit for the Proposed Role of “Administrative Class Counsel”
30.

As the Court is aware, Seeger Weiss has led the investigation of funders who

entered into prohibited assignments with Settlement Class Members. While our discovery to date
has been limited, I have learned that Locks has acknowledged and signed off on at least 28 funding
agreements that assigned all or part of 16 of its clients’ claims. In all, these known assignments
relate to over $1.5 million in advances to these players, which when the exorbitant interest rates
are applied would have resulted in these Class Members owing funders double or more the
amounts advanced. The interest rates presented in the assignment agreements are deceptive in that
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they are monthly and not annual rates, with monthly compounding. Some of the underlying
interest rates are as high as 2.75% compounded monthly. At first glance, this may seem like a low
interest rate, but with monthly compounding the rate translates to an effective annual interest rate
in excess of 38% for the first year, and grows exponentially in subsequent years. For example, if
a Class Member received an advance of $100,000 in April 2016, at a 2.75% monthly compounded
interest rate, now, two years later, he would owe the funder over $191,000 – almost double the
amount advanced. Should the retired player not obtain a Qualifying Diagnosis and corresponding
monetary award until April 2019, he would owe the funder over $265,000. There could very well
be more such assignments under Locks’ watch.
31.

In its role as Co-Lead Class Counsel, Seeger Weiss, like the Claims Administrator,

receives calls from Locks’ clients on a regular basis (far more than other firms’ clients), relating
to concerns or complaints about Locks’ representation, most typically that Locks is simply not
returning their calls.
32.

After the Settlement became effective, Locks quickly undermined confidence in the

program by spreading inaccuracies about its implementation. As the Court is aware, a Settlement
Class Member, Fred Willis, principal of HPN Neurologic, and a client of Locks, has been sending
around misrepresentations about the Settlement ever since it became effective. See, e.g., ECF Nos.
7151, 7842. Mr. Willis maintained a Settlement-related blog (“NFL Players Brains Matter”) and
sends regular blast emails to an expansive list of Settlement Class Members about the Settlement.
Even before the BAP launched in June 2017, Mr. Willis sent out an alert that the BAP was being
delayed. A true and correct copy of this email to one of the Settlement Class Members is attached
hereto as Exhibit C. The alert was based on information received from “one of the top Lawfirms
in the NFL Concussion Settlement.”
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33.

Seeger Weiss learned from an email from Mr. Willis that the misinformation that

Mr. Willis spread, at least in this instance, came directly from Locks, whom Mr. Willis described
in his email as “one of the top Law firms in the NFL Concussion Settlement.” A true and correct
copy of Mr. Willis’ email to my firm, including the embedded email that Willis received from
Locks, is attached hereto as Exhibit D.
34.

This was not the first of Locks’ misfeasance of this type in the litigation. Early in

the settlement negotiations, when he was on the settlement committee, Locks saw fit to reach out
to the press and talk about the status of the litigation despite an agreement of confidentiality. The
Locks “leak” needlessly compromised and delayed negotiations while Co-Lead Class Counsel
worked to restore Plaintiffs’ credibility.
Locks’ Allies Do Not Advance His Cause
35.

A handful of firms have joined in the Locks Motion 1 – which is far from impressive

given that the Settlement involves over 413 law firms and 11,007 unrepresented Settlement Class
Members, 2 and two of those firms have already withdrawn their Joinder. An examination of those
remaining firms’ submissions and data on their clients quickly shows three things: (i) the
Settlement is working; (ii) they provide no genuine support for Locks; and (iii) if anything, the
Joinder of certain firms should give the Court pause.
36.

First, the Settlement is working. Among the firms filing Joinders, there are 172

claims involving their clients that have been approved, representing nearly $173 million in
Monetary Awards noticed. Indeed, Kreindler has already had 6 of its 9 claims approved, Casey

1

Shorthand definitions of the various Joinders and their filers are set forth in the
accompanying memorandum of law in opposition to the Locks Motion.
To date, 122 firms have filed claims for their clients and 677 unrepresented Settlement
Class Members have submitted claims.

2
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Gerry has had its one claim approved, and Mr. Mitnick has had 8 of his 13 claims approved.
Complaints from various law firms that the Settlement is becoming filled with onerous burdens or,
as Locks put it, a “labyrinth” is sheer hyperbole that can quickly be dispelled by the simple fact
that 81 unrepresented Settlement Class Members have already received awards.
37.

Second, the Joinders lend no genuine support to the Locks Motion. Some of these

firms do not even have clients of their own or have no claims pending, so their support for the
Locks Motion is rather meaningless. These include Casey Gerry, whose only claim to date has
been paid; Franco, which has filed no claims; Hagen, which has not registered for any players,
McCorvey, which has filed no claims; and Russomanno (which is only listed in the Goldberg
Persky Joinder).
38.

Third, the involvement of some of the firms that filed Joinders should give the Court

pause. As with Locks’ clients, Seeger Weiss and the Claims Administrator receive regular
communications from some of these firms’ clients with questions and related complaints that their
own lawyers are not returning their calls. These include, most notably, Goldberg Persky, Kreindler,
Mitnick, Pope McGlamry, and Provost.
39.

Moreover, based on Seeger Weiss’ investigation to date, Locks and many of the

Joinder firms have signed off on 138 funding assignments of the claims of 99 of their clients,
representing advances of over $5,600,000. Two firms that have joined in the Locks Motion went
over and above the simple act of signing assignments on behalf of their clients. Mitnick actually
solicited for Thrivest, one of the most notorious funders known to Co-Lead Class Counsel in the
Settlement. A true and correct copy of an email solicitation from Mitnick to a Settlement Class
Member is attached hereto as Exhibit E. The other, Hakimi (f/k/a Top NFL Lawyers) was also
initially engaged in a side business of seeking investors to fund lending arrangements with players,
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promising returns of nearly 80%. A true and correct copy of a related news article describing that
side business is attached hereto as Exhibit F.
40.

Yet others are dragging out the claims process for their own clients by not

responding to requests from the Claims Administrator for months at a time, resulting in above
average response times (even greater than those of unrepresented Settlement Class Members).
These include Zimmerman, Girardi, Kreindler and Wyatt.
41.

More disturbingly, a few of the firms have either clients’ claims under formal audit,

or they themselves are under formal audit.

Because of the sensitivity of these ongoing

investigations, I will not provide details of these audit investigations here, but stand ready to do so
in camera if the Court desires that information. In all, there are over 356 claims in audit for Locks
and the firms who have filed Joinders. These include the firms that submitted claims supported by
a neuropsychologist, Dr. Serena Hoover, who has been banned from the Settlement Program for
her conduct in evaluating players. Many of these firms have only a handful of claims in audit, but
others, such as Hakimi (f/k/a Top NFL Lawyers), Smith & Stallworth, and Neurocognitive
Lawyers account for a whopping 258 of these claims in audit. To be sure, some firms with claims
pending have no claims in audit, including Girardi, Kreindler, and Provost.
42.

Finally, with respect toZimmerman’s concern with the requirement that the

diagnosing physician needs to actually see the player in the course of rendering a diagnosis, I spoke
with attorneys at Zimmerman in September 2017 about this very issue. Although there were
treating physicians for many of Zimmerman’s clients, Zimmerman decided to hire a neurologist
to review each of the players’ medical records and complete a Diagnosing Physician Certification.
No other firm undertook this practice. As I explained to the Zimmerman firm last September, this
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Settlement program is not one where medical records are simply submitted for review by the AAP
or the Claims Administrator along with a Claim Form.
43.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed this 13th day of April, 2018.
/s/ Christopher A. Seeger
_________________________________
CHRISTOPHER A. SEEGER
Co-Lead Class Counsel
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Scott George
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

David Langfitt <dlangfitt@lockslaw.com>
Tuesday, September 26, 2017 11:15 AM
Scott George
Chris Seeger; Gene Locks; Michael Rosenberg; Steven C Marks; Matt Weinshall
Re: Draft
DDL tracked changes to S. George Opposition to X1Law Motion.doc

Gentlemen: We like what you wrote. Attached are LLF's suggested changes to the opposition brief in tracked
changes format. We do not think these are controversial but, rather, adhere to the plain language of the
Agreement and BrownGreer's role. Our edits to FN7 might give the NFL counsel or Seeger Weiss heartburn,
but we do not think it should. If it does, we suggest the following compromise: delete the last sentence of FN7
in its entirety or delete the entire footnote as not necessary. Please let me know your thoughts. David

David Langfitt, Partner
e. dlangfitt@lockslaw.com
t. 215.893.3423
c. 610.787.1706
Admitted to Practice in NJ, PA
Rightclick
here to
downloa
d
pictures.
To help
protect
y our
priv acy ,
Outlo ok
prev ente
d
auto mati
c
downloa
d o f this
picture
from the
In ternet.

www.lockslaw.com
The Curtis Center
601 Walnut St. | Suite 720 East
Philadelphia, PA 19106
(215) 893-0100 (Phone) | (215) 893-3444 (Fax)
801 North Kings Hwy.
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034
(856) 663-8200 (Phone) | (856) 661-8400 (Fax)
800 Third Ave. | 11th Floor
New York, NY 10022
(212) 838-3333 (Phone) | (212) 838-3735 (Fax)
*CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE**
*This transmission and the documents accompanying this transmission contain information from the LOCKS LAW FIRM that is confidential and or privileged. The
information is intended only for the use of the individual or entity named on this transmission sheet. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified
that any disclosure, copying, distribution or the taking of any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited and the documents should
be returned to this office immediately. Therefore, if you have received this transmission in error, please notify the sender of the delivery error by replying to this
message, and then delete it from your system. Thank you.

On Mon, Sep 25, 2017 at 4:40 PM, Scott George <sgeorge@seegerweiss.com> wrote:
Please refer to the attached version instead.
Scott George
Seeger Weiss LLP
-----Original Message----1
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From: Scott George
Sent: Monday, September 25, 2017 2:29 PM
To: 'David Langfitt'
Cc: Chris Seeger; Gene Locks; Michael Rosenberg; STEVEN C. MARKS
Subject: RE: Draft
Sure. Here is the current draft.
Scott George
Seeger Weiss LLP
-----Original Message----From: David Langfitt [mailto:dlangfitt@lockslaw.com]
Sent: Monday, September 25, 2017 12:30 PM
To: Scott George
Cc: Chris Seeger; Gene Locks
Subject: Draft
Hello Scott: As per our agreement and understanding, may we see a draft of the response to the Tighe motion
as soon as possible? Many thanks, David
David Langfitt
215-893-3423-w
610-787-1706-c
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SEEGERWEISSLLP
550 Broad Street, Newark, NJ 07102

P 973.639.9100

F 973.639.9393

www.seegerweiss.com

November 17, 2017
VL4EMAIL
Gene Locks, Esq.
Locks Law Firm
The Curtis Center
Suite 720 East
601 Walnut Street
Philadelphia, PA 19106
Re: NFL Concussion Settlement
Dear Gene:
I write concerning your November 6, 2017 memorandum (a copy of which is attached)
which BrownGreer forwarded to my firm and the Special Masters. In your memo, you purport to
lay out a number of problems with the implementation ofthe Settlement's claims review process.
While your memo broadly challenges perceived interference by the NFL in this process, you
falsely suggest that my firm has agreed with certain provisions that would adversely affect players,
contrary to the terms ofthe Settlement Agreement.
As you know, we hold nearly weekly settlement administration calls in which your partner,
David Langfitt, participates. Given the misstatements in your memo, it is almost impossible to
believe that he saw it before it was sent. lfhe did, I then question the value ofkeeping him involved
in our calls. I address each of your points in tum.
1.
The Affidavit Issue. You are wrong. The Settlement Agreement requires
corroboration offunctional impairment (this is, ofcourse, the same Settlement Agreement that you
signed off on). One merely needs to show corroboration at the time the doctor renders the
diagnosis-it does not have to be an affidavit. In pre-effective date claims, corroboration may
take other forms and the failure to provide a corroborating affidavit is not a fatal flaw.
2.

The Functional Impairment Requirement. This is explained in #1 above.

Applying the Strict BAP Criteria to Pre-Effective Date Claims. You are wrong.
3.
In fact, Seeger Weiss has specifically opposed the interpretation that you contend we have
endorsed. Co-Lead Class Counsel has fought for the interpretation negotiated and has filed appeals
on this issue supporting the proposition you say we are against.

New York

Newark
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4.
The AAP's Standard of Review. We have appealed the NFL's attempt to require
that the players meet a '•generally
''generally equivalent" standard rather than the "generally consistent"
standard for diagnoses rendered outside of the BAP. Though we attempted to reach agreement
with the NFL on this point so that we could provide the Claims Administrator and AAPs with joint
guidance from the parties, we were unable to reach such agreement. We anticipate that the issue
will be determined by the Special Masters through pending appeals, which incorporate our
position.
The Downgrading of a Claim. You are wrong in this assertion too. Seeger Weiss
5.
has never instructed the AAPs that they could not use their judgment to dmvngrade diagnoses. In
fact, we have sought to enable just that practice. To that end, we have been negotiating the
diagnosis downgrading issue with the NFL (there is a proposal pending), and have further raised
the issue with the Special Masters.
Incapacity of Diagnosing Physician. My firm is well aware of this issue and has,
6.
Incapacitv
through negotiations with the NFL, reached agreement that there are situations, short of death,
where the diagnosing physician should be deemed sufficiently "unavailable" such that
accommodations need to be made to ensure that players do not get penalized. As you are aware,
the NFL has agreed to review claims where this is an issue on a case-by-case basis. We have also
alerted the Special Masters to this issue. To the extent the NFL takes an unreasonable stance on
any claim, we will formally raise the issue to the Special Masters (on appeal or otherwise) to ensure
that these players are treated fairly.
7.
The Raw Scores. As you know, circumstances have arisen with certain postapproval-datc testing practices that are regrettable, and have heightened concerns about potential
fraud. Such concerns, if not responsibly addressed, threaten to indiscriminately penalize otherwise
valid claims. Neuropsychologists as a matter of professional practice and care maintain the raw
scores for the tests they administer, so we anticipate no general issue in producing those scores.
Nonetheless, there \Vill undoubtedly be good cause for the absence of such scores in many cases.
We are working through proposals to balance fraud concerns while protecting valid claims.
8.

The NFL's Actuarial Report. Your complaint on this issue is not clear.

9.
Taking the Full Thirty Days. The Settlement Agreement expressly gives the
NFL, the player, and Co-Lead Class Counsel 30 days to appeal the notice of decision (see Section
9.7(a)). I think we need to focus on those issues where the NFL may not be abiding by the letter
or spirit of Settlement Agreement. This is not one of those issues.
10.
Payment for a Lesser Diagnosis and a Simultaneous Appeal. The Settlement
Agreement states that the player will receive payment only after all appeals and/or audits have
been resolved (see Section 9.3(a)). This is not an issue where the NFL is not living up to the letter
or spirit of the Settlement Agreement.
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1 1.
Co-Morbidity. We are well aware of this issue and will be filing an appeal in the
near future in an appropriate case.
12.
Earliest Date of Possible Diagnosis. We have raised this issue with the NFL and
directly with the Special Masters. As a result, the NFL did agree to review cases where this issue
is present on a case-by-case basis. The Special Master has urged that such review by the NFL
as with all implementation issues-must proceed on a good faith basis. We are closely monitoring
this issue and will pursue relief should the need arise.

cc:

Special Master Jo-Ann M. Verrier
Special Master Wendell E. Pritchett
Orran Brown
Roma Petkauskas
David Smith
David Langfitt, Esq.
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MEMORANDUM
ll-06-2017

FROM

Gene Locks
David D. Langfitt

TO:

Orran Brown
Roma Petkauskas
Davidd Smith
Davi

Re:

NFL Settlement lmplemt:ntation
-----·-----··

T1iis addresses the systemic problem with tl1e implementation of the NFL Players Concussion
Settlement Agre,.:ment.
Agre,.:ment. We provide below twelve examples of how ihit problem has delayed valid
claims, benefited the NFL, and caused discontent arnong the retired players.
o!the
The system;c problem is the NFL's mcessant micro-management of
the process and its delay and
demal by refosrng to agree
:lgree on disputed issues with Seeger Weiss
\Vciss ("Seeger"). The result ,s tha: th::
the
claims,
arc sub_1cct to indefirnte
:ire
indcfirnte delay Even
majority ofprc-d'foctive date claims, particularly dementia
on a case-by-case basis, the NFL refoscs tD agree on a just rnsuh.
resuh.
Below are twelve examples causrng
an:;e from
causing undue delays Locks Law fim, i"LLF") believes ansc
micro-·management and refusal to agree ro
w practical and just solutions
NFL's micro-solurions that will avmd delay and
confusion. LLF also offers ns
its brief solution to each example We
,;onfosion.
Wr::; seek to be bnefhere, hut \\ill
will provide aa
more fulsome position and greater detail
ddml on each of these examples if asked
F:XA!\WLES OF THE SYSTEMIC PROBLEMS
l.
l.
The Affidavit Issue. The now notorious lhid-partv corroborating affidavit issue has
produced unfounded
unfounded deficiencies and delays in almost every pre-effective
pre-effi;ctive date dementia claim. NFL
Seeger dcc;ded
decided long ago that an affidavit that corroborates functionai
Counsel and Sccgcr
fimctionai 1mpamnem in the
piayer in connection with a dementia claim must be dared before or during the date of diagnosi<J Nothing
"Affidavit Ruic," and that fuct has been bid bare by nearly
m the Settlement Agreement supports this
,his ''Affidavit
every lawyer who has submitted a dementia claim to date.

LLF Solution: llH;: Affidavit Rule is !lQ.t warranted, not supported by the Settlement
Agreement, and an unannounced amendment to the Agreement. The Court or Special
Master should strike it on that basis.

-1-
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2.
The Functio
Functional
nal Impairment Requirement. Under the Agreement, a pre-effective
pre-effe ctiv e date
date
di
agnosis needs no corroborating affidavit If, in the opinion of Bro,vnGreer, there is sufficient indicia of
diagnosis
reliability
reliabi lity with respect to the diagnosis (a tem1 LLF has
l etters that respond to al!ef�ed
h as set forth in many letters
deficiencies), then BrownGreer can
can deem the functionai impairment
impa irment cri
criteria
teria satisfied, and no
corroboration ;s needed.
LLF
L
LF Solution:
S ol utio n : The Court oorr Special
S pecial Master should issue an Order tha1 BrownGreer
B rownGreer has
the authonty to make these decisions
deci sions lfthe
lf the NFL does not agree iinn any g1ven case, NFL
can appeal the award
3.
Applyini:
3.
Applyin i: the Strict BAP Criteria to Pre-effective Date (!aims.
Claims, The NFL Counsel and
Seeger instructed BrownGreer to deem deficient all pre-effective date claims if they do not conform to the
l iteral requirements of the BAP criteria. That standard ofreview is contrary to the Agreement It is not
literal
how pre-effective date claims are reviewed by the AAP under section 6 4(b)
4 (b) of the Agreement !t
therefore c,umot be how
h ow BrownGrccr reviews pre-effective date claims. This has created a flood of
purported deficiencies and delays , particularly for dementia claims
L L F Solution:
Solution : The Court or Special Master should instruct BrownGreer to follow the
LLF
AAP standard of review under 6.4(b) of the Agreement. if the NFL want s to appeal
c ases as not meeting that standard, it can do so.
individual cases
4.
The AAP's Standard of Revie,".. NFL Counsel has tried to impose on tl:e AAP
(through appeals and otherwise) a different stamf ard ef review that is contrary lO the language s et forth in
section 6 4(b) of the Sett l ement Agreement. n1e "\!FL has argued that a pre-effectiw date diagnosis must
be "generally equ , vaient" to the BA..P cnteria Thal is not true and not 1-1-vithin
vithin section 6.4(b}, which .<.tatcs
t.,p
that the AAP member is
1s to rcv,ew the diagnosis based on prmcipks gcnerall) consistent
eons1s:cnt with the B,
BAP
criteria, but the diagno�is d oes rH..}t have to ust; tJ1e sarne critena or -:.i,Jctunentanon require-n,cnts as the
t he
RAP
BAP..

aster should issue a.
Solutio n : Tn
LLF Solution:
Tnee Couit or Special M
Master
a.1111 Order in consultat10n with
th at clearly and unequivocally sets forth the proper standard of
of review and
Brnva1Greer that
leaves
'""'=·�n, of the AAP member the decision whether to approve or deny a
l eaves to the judgment
clam,
55..
The Downgrading of
o f II Claim.
Claim . NFL Counsel and Seeger mstrncled the AAP that it
it
could not use its own jjudgment
udgment to grant a monetary award for a lesser diagnosis if
medicall records
i f the medica
decision . This is known as the ''downgra.dmg" of a claim. Tim is unfair to the players and
supported the decision.
prevents AAP members from using t11eir own medical judgment.
LLF Solution
Solution TI1e Court or Special Master should issue an Order that the A.AP
A.AP may use
its sound judgment under the proper st..andard of review to decide
deci de whether the medical
records in any pre-effective date claim support a greater or lesser qualifying d iagnosis.
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" problem
6.
Incapacity
Incapaci ty of Diaenosing Phvsician. This is ,.,,,.,rn""''''
pers i s tent
pr oblem under section lU and
lU . There are many instances where the d iagnosing physician isis un
unavailable
available because he/she does not
n ot live
l ive
in this country, no longer practices medicine, is too mfirm, or is leg
legally
a lly restrained from signing aa DPC
deeme d inc-0mpetent by aa cou
court
But
But the doctor
doctor is not ddeeead
a d or deemed
rt of law. The NFL refuses to agree to any
practical solution that is quick
qui ck and simple.
simple . In several instances, players were d iai,mosed long ago by a
maJOr
uni versity neurologist
neurol og ist and
and placed on the 88 Plan. Even in those cases, the N
m
aJOr university
NFL
FL delayed any
agreement for five months and then insisted that sendmg the players through the B AP and to an MAF
physician was the only thing NFL coul
couldd agree to.
LLF Solution:
Solution : Allow BrownGreer the authority ttoo waive the signature requirement if in
BrownGreer's judgment
ju dgment (based on an indicia of reliability test) the diagnosis is valid. lf
ayer
the NFL disagrees with BrownGrcer's
player
BrownGrcer 's assessment, it can appeal the award. lf the pl
denial
disagrees, he can appeal the deni
al
7.
The Raw
R aw Scores. NFL has
h as instructe.d BrownGreer t:1 gather all
a l l raw
r aw sscores
cores from every
pre-effective date neuropsychological
n europsychological test. This is unne1;essary and should be reserved only for claims
d,ere is aa colorable basis to question the accuracy
a ccuracy or
o r val idity of the
where BrownGreer thinks tJ,ere
neuropsycho!ogica! work,
LLF Solution T11e
Tlie Court or Special Ma.Ster should instruct DrownGrccr
BrownGrcer that
th.at !t may seek
$Cek
rraw
aw scores if, m 1ts judgment, it
it believes it
i( has questions
questi ons about the quality or validity of
Hie neuropsycholog1ca l te�ting m any given case;.
c as(;. If the
chc NFL has the ssame
ame questions
regarding any giwn c l aim, it can
can use its
it, audit
audit rights to seek the raw scores.
8.
The NFL 's Actmm al Report NFL has instructed BrownGrcer t o use an NFL actuarial
;;annot be
report as va!iJ d ata to �u·
ch:illenge
� ,._.,,,,v and invc�tigate pre-effective date c l aim:i 111e NFL's rep0rt ,cannot
used
u sed for any purpose. lt
crea ked for th.e NFL, and the NFL
>lFL p,nd fo:r.:,,- it m a.n
an attempt to c.onvincc :he
It was created
to uncap the Settlement and that the Monetary Award Fund wil
willl n ever exceed thr:
th,: original $675
Court not to
miillion.
llion. It
Jt is biased, based on lim
ited data, and wholly
whol ly unreliable for any medical purpose.
m
limited
BrovvnGn:er tlmt it may not
instruet Bro,vnGn:er
LLF Sol
ution The Court or Speci al Master should instruct
Solution
use the NFL actuarial report for any purpose.
9
revea ling
Takine the ·'Full Thirty
Thirtv Davs. The NFL delays aa full thirty (30) days before revealing
whether it wili fi l e an appeal of a mon
monetary
etary award.
award. :'JFL
:'/FL can surely deci
decide
de quickly which monetary
grea ter haste, the pl
player's
awards
m ore qmcl<ly
aw
ards it will not appeal Jf r,ffL moves
moves with greater
ayer's Award can move more
through the payment process.
process .
t o 1 0 days fo
p rovide aa list ttoo BrownGrecr
B rownGrecr
forr the NFL to provide
Solution:: Narrow the time to
LL.f'
L L.f' Solution
ooffmonetary awards it will n.ooJJ appeal.

-3-
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Appeal. The 1'.1FL and Seeger
Diagnosivrnd
1 0,
and IIII Simuitaneous Appeal,
Payment for a Lesser Diagnosis
cannot agree on whether
wheth er a reti
red player may accept a monetary award, receive payment for that award,
retired
a spe.cts of the qualifying diagnosis that the AAP or BrownGreer disallowed,
and then appeal aspe,ets
LLF Solution The Court or Spec
Special
ial Master should issue an Order that this kind of partial
appeal is allowed, arid
;-m d tlie player may receive the lesser monetary award while his appeal
tfie
for a greater award is pending.
d isallO\\/
l 1 .,
Co-Morbiditv.. ln its appe.als, NFL Counsel has asked the Special Master to disallO\\/
Co-Morbiditv
' s Disease and Parkinson's
Parkinson'
Parkinson ' s Disea'ie clai
ms on the grounds that there c.an
Alzheimer 's
claims
c.an be no co-morbidity
is
and all possible co-morbidities must be ruled before a diagnosis can be made. '111e NFL's
NFL' s position is
contrary ttoo science
science.. Se
Seee e. g , C!inlcopathological l:!.:va!uatirm
t.:va!uatirm of
uf Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy in
Players in American Football, Journal of the American medical Assn , page 366, (20 1 7). Co-morbidities
are common in th;s population; autopsy results prove it.
p,F Solution: The Court or Special Master should issue an Order that a finding of a co
morbidit y in any qualifying diagnosis
diagnosi s is not a basis to deny the claim
morbidity
Dia�nosis. There are claims that have arisen and wil
willl arise
Earliest Date of Possible Diagnosis,
12,
where a neurologist has in her or his possession medical
medi cal records that show the manifestation of a
qualifying disease at an earlier date that
that the date of encounter.
encounte r . On inforrnation and belief, NFL Counsd
has taken the position that those records cannot serve as the basis frir dating the qualifying diagnosis
before !he dare ,,f em:ounter with the J\t;'U rologist signing the DPC This is unfair to the player and
contrary to med ical prae,1ice,
LLF Solution
Solutio n : The Court or Spcc; al Mast�:,shotr� Order that Jllows bo�h
Brn,snGrecr :ind the AAP e,e autho '.-�:ons;d �r the e arii � r m edi �rd{and
Brn,vnGrecr
.
ctmn on tl,e earlier daJt
ii rn me:r JUOgrnent, U1:1 d,ag1)(>S1s for th::i.t earli;;:r
approve the cbim
,
I
I
/
date is
dote
,s reliable
,d.ablc

e,e

(

/b / . -;t;-rr

'-/�s

i
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From: willis44nfl@aol.com [mailto:willis44nfl@aol.com]
Sent: Wednesday, May 17, 2017 7:48 PM
To: TerriAnne Benedetto <TBenedetto@seegerweiss.com>
Subject: Letter
May 17, 2017
TerriAnne Benedetto
Seeger Weiss LLP
1515 Market Street
Suite 1380
Philadelphia, PA 19102
Dear Terry,
As per your request, here is the law firm that sent out the letter, if you read it, according to this information released by Locks Law,
I don't see where my letter was misleading in any way, I am ready to comply regarding any misinformation? And please note, any
letter I send out now or in the future is reviewed and approved by my legal council.
Regards,
Fred Willis

1
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Important Baseline Testmg Information

L O C K S LAW F l R M
0
0

N F L CONCUSS ION S ETTLEMENT
Dear ----As you likely know, the settlement requires baseline testing to begin in June. Because of the
numbers of former players who will need to be tested and the limited schedules available for the
baseline testing providers (i.e. neuropsychologists and neurologists), the administrator has
determined that many of the tests be delayed for 6-1 2 months (or more, in some instances).
Our files indicate that you are not in immediate distress and if tested, likely would not be diagnosed
with a compensable condition (dementia, Alzheimer's, ALS or Parkinson's). Therefore delaying
your test will not affect your settlement benefits and we recommend that you follow the request of
the administrator. We will look to schedule your exams in the near future.
If our records are incorrect and you feel there is a need to have testing done sooner, please contact
us immediately and will work with the administrator to get an appointment as soon as possible. If
you have any other q uestions along the way, please do not hesitate to reach out to one of us.
Janet Lewis
David Langfitt
Michael Leh
Gene Locks

21 5-893-3400
21 5-893-3423
2 15-893-3410
21 5-893-3434

2
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Copyright © 2017 Locks Law Firm, All rights reserved.
You are receiving this e-mail due to your involvement with NFL concussion litigation.
Our mailing address is:
Locks Law Firm
601 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA
Suite 720 East
Philadelphia, PA 19106
Add us to your address book

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscr be from this list
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Colleen Barnes
From: Fred Willis NFL Players Brains Matter <fred.willis@hpnneurologic.com>
Date: May 27, 2017 at 11:52:20 AM EDT
To:
Subject: An Invitation From Fred Willis & NFL Players Brains Matter-NFL Retired Players Champions Chat
& Q & A, Friday June 2nd Bonaventure Resort Weston, FL
Reply-To: us3-bd2b808f6d-3eab3e45bc@conversation01.mailchimpapp.com

Fred Willis & NFL Players Brains Matter Invites You and Your Wife

View this email in your browser

or Significant Other to the NFL Retired Players Champions Chat
and Q & A - Friday, 6:30 PM, June 2, 2017, Bonaventure Hotel,
Weston, FL.

NFL PLAYERS BRAINS MATTER™
FOR PLAYERS ONLY

NFL Players Brains Matter Invites
You
Fred Willis, Founder & Executive Director of NFL Players Brains
Matter, a former NFL player, player rep and NFLPA executive
committee board member, who played 8 years with the Cincinnati
Bengals, Houston Oilers and Denver Broncos would like to take this
opportunity to invite you to:

1
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NFL Retired Players Champions Chat and Q
& A?
Friday, June 2nd - 6:30PM
Bonaventure Resort & Spa,
250 Racquet Club Rd, Weston, FL 33326

“We’ll Talk Brother to Brother about All Your Options for the NFL
Concussion Lawsuit, and What You Need to Know to Prepare Through
Our Respective Lenses for a Qualifying Diagnosis”

Topics of Discussion
1. There is a lot of Misinformation out there!
2. Nothing Happens Until You Get Baseline Tested!
3. The Pathway to qualifying!
4. The difference between an MAF exam vs. a BAP exam!
5. Discussing the Monetary Award Settlement Claims Process-The claims process

2
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for a monetary award could become very complicated and challenging if the proper
preparation and steps are not taken throughout the process.
6. The Lien Resolution Process and what that means for the NFL Concussion
Settlement.

Champions Chat RSVP

Due to the lack of information out there to retired NFL players suffering from
mental and physical illnesses, mood swings, uncontrolled anger, depression,
suicidal tendencies and eventually dementia — from repeated head trauma arising
from concussions we received during our playing careers.

To those of us characterized by this disease, this 2 hour FREE symposium is an
opportunity to increase your quality of life and seek to examine the health
conditions that affect retired NFL players and to find better ways to diagnose, treat,
and prevent their most pressing medical problems and get them the benefits they
deserve.

As a retired NFL Player if you have NOT been tested or received a
baseline assessment examination to "Qualify" for the NFL Concussion
Lawsuit, please click on the button below?

3
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Press Here If You Have Not Been Tested

For Your Information A "Qualifying Diagnosis" would have to include:
(a) A standardized neuropsychological examination in accordance with the testing
protocol performed by a neuropsychologist certified by the American Board of
Professional Psychology (ABPP) or the American Board of Clinical
Neuropsychology (ABCN), a member board of the American Board of Professional
Psychology, in the specialty of Clinical Neuropsychology, who is a Qualified MAF
or BAP Provider; and
(b) A basic neurological examination performed by a board-certified neurologist
who is a Qualified MAF or BAP Provider.

Press Here If You Have Not Been Tested

Presenting Keynote Speakers
Our "Panel of Experts" will include Player Relation and Family Advisor, Research
Advisor, Board Certified Neurologist and Neuroradiologists Memory Specialists
and Claims Process Adviser .

4
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Fred Willis
Fred Willis is the Founder, President and CEO of HPN Neurologic, HPN
Concussion Management and NFL Players Brains Matter dedicated to solve the
sports concussion crisis in America.

Fred Willis is frequently credited with being the person/advocate most responsible
for bringing the plight of his NFL brothers and the concussion and CTE crisis to the
forefront of consciousness. Over 4 years his aggressive advocacy has reshaped
how we understand, research, and treat the effects of brain trauma. His programs
honor a decision, action and initiative that has contributed to proving classification
and qualification for the NFL Concussion Lawsuit, The 88 Plan and Total &
Permanent Disability Benefits.

Fred Willis’ aim within the NFL Retired Player community is to influence decisions
and to provide step-by-step information to successfully obtain and guarantee
retired players the benefits they deserve. He is dedicated to retaining the leading
experts in science and medicine to evaluate former player’s baseline requirements
to present their claims in the most favorable light to determine how much
compensation a player and their family are entitled to.

Fred’s’ leadership in this field has made him a force and sought-after voice for
TBI/CTE awareness, and he has shared his story and work at corporations,
medical conferences, schools, and sports organizations.

Dr. Frank Conidi

5
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Dr. Frank Conidi is a Boston trained sports neurologist/headache specialist. He is
the Director of the Florida Center for Headache and Sports Neurology a tertiary
center dedicated to the treatment of patients with chronic/refractory headache
disorders and sports related concussion and sports related neurological disorders.
The center is currently evaluating and has evaluated over 200 retired NFL players
for signs of progressive neuro-degenerative disorders. He is a nationally
recognized expert on sports concussion and the team neurologist for the NHL’s
Florida Panthers and has served as a consulting neurologist for the NFL, USTA,
NCAA and MLB players. Dr. Conidi is currently developing and participating in
clinical trials for sports concussion and headache and is the founder and Chair of
The Seeing Stars Foundation a 501c3 charity dedicated to funding research and
education for sports related concussion and sports related neurological issues.

Eliot Budnick, D.O.
Eliot Budnick, D.O. is a board certified Diagnostic and Neuroradiologist who is the
Co-Founder and Partner at iCare Radiology. iCare Radiology is a state-of-the art
imaging center leading the nation in metabolic brain imaging, with specialized
expertise in evaluating Alzheimer's dementia and sports related traumatic brain
injuries.

Dr. Budnick co-founded iCare Radiology after a vast career in radiology imaging,
and nearly 15 years of experience, including reading a wide array of imaging
modalities from inner city trauma cases to outpatient clinics and urgent care
centers, locally and throughout the nation.
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Jeffrey S. Bong., CAQ
Jeffrey S. Bong, D.O., CAQ neuroradiologist, is a co-founder and practicing
member for iCARE Radiology, LLC, located in Port St. Lucie, FL. He completed his
neuroradiology fellowship at the University of Texas, Southwestern in Dallas,
Texas and became board-certified in neuroradiology in 2010. He completed his
general diagnostic radiology residency at Michigan State University in 2009, and
served as chief resident at Mount Clemens Regional Medical Center.

Dr. Bong has a keen interest in Alzheimer's dementia, as well as, sports-related
traumatic brain injury, and is actively involved, along with his co-founder, with the
IDEAS-STUDY (The Imaging Dementia-Evidence for Amyloid Scanning).

You Can Only Be Examined by A Qualified MAF or BAP
Doctor!

“MAF VS BAP EXAM!”
Players will be examined by a Qualified/Administrator Approved MAF Neurologist
and Neuropsychologist who are board-certified doctor approved physicians
authorized to make a “Qualifying Diagnosis”. Qualified MAF Physicians will
diagnose all 5 levels of disease, Level 1.5 and Level 2.0 Neurocognitive
Impairment, Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease and ALS.

A Qualified MAF Physician is a board-certified doctor who is part of an approved
list of physicians authorized to make a “Qualifying Diagnosis”. Qualified MAF

7
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Physicians will diagnose all 5 levels of disease, Level 1.5 and Level 2.0
Neurocognitive Impairment, Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease and ALS.

A Qualified BAP Physician will only diagnose dementia Level 1.0, Level 1.5 and
Level 2.0 Neurocognitive Impairment, they will not diagnose Alzheimer's disease,
Parkinson's disease and ALS. Retired NFL Football Players diagnosed during
their BAP baseline assessment examinations—which are paid for by the
settlement fund—are not sufficient to diagnose Alzheimer's, Parkinson's, or ALS.

Former players who worry they may have those (3) three other conditions
will have to pay out of pocket for additional testing by an MAF physician.

IT COULD EASILY TAKE 6 MONTHS TO 1 YEAR BEFORE YOU WILL BE
SCHEDULED FOR TESTING WITH A BAP DOCTOR
NFL Player Brains Matter, will assist you in obtaining an examination through a
MAF Provider! We will work with you to help schedule an immediate examination
with approved MAF doctors. If the process is confusing or you need assistance,
please do not hesitate to contact me.

Press Here If You Have Not Been Tested

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE: As an Advocate for retired NFL Players I abide by Model Rule 5.4(c); ABA Formal Ethics Opinion
87-355 (1987) which prohibits sharing fees with non-lawyers. This extends to agreements with non-attorneys to solicit clients in
return for a share of the fees. I am not a spokesperson for the NFL. The information contained herein expresses the opinions of
the author. I am not an attorney and nothing stated herein is intended to constitute legal advice. The information transmitted,
including attachments, is intended only for the person(s) or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or
privileged material. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of, or taking of any action in reliance upon this
information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you received this in error, please contact the
sender and destroy any copies of this information.
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fred.willis@hpnneurologic.com

O: (978) 526-0928 | Cell/Text (508) 212-2074

Facebook

Twitter

Website

Email

Copyright © 2017 HPN Neurologic, All rights reserved.
You are receiving this email because of your interest in high performance neurofeedback.
Our mailing address is:
HPN Neurologic
8 Ferry Lane, Marblehead, MA, United States
Marblehead, MA 01945
Add us to your address book

unsubscribe from this list

update subscription preferences
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From: Mitnick Law Office <Cralg.@
<Cra.lg.@.MitnickLawOffice.com>
MitnickLawOffice.com>
· ·4 · 1 M
Oat ·
To:
Subject: CONCUSSION ST ATUS UPDATE

M ITNICK LAW O F F I C E
LITIGATION AND CLAIM RESOLUTION FIRM
sey Office
Highway East
•eld. NJ 08033
•eld,

�eply to NJ Office

U.900Q

?7.0360

1 - 877 - Mitnick
w.MitnicklawOfiice.com

Philadelphia Office
S Broad Street Suite 2500
Philadelphia, PA 19109
P. 215.76Q.9QQQ
F. 856.427.0360

"illf.
"illf,

1e thircl Circuit Court of Appeals denied the objectors request for tt1e Cour1 to reconsider therr appeal. The only option left now
tors lo the Settlement is a possible application to the United States Supreme Court. As the ''NFL concussion litigati on" matter
s through this appeal process I continue to receive calls from retired players inqL1iring about the timeline with regard to benefits
� available. I anticipate that if tlie objectors make application to the United Stated Supreme Court and if that appeal is denied.
!ration process could begin as soon as early fall of this year. Even if the matter does become final by early fall. the medical
1d financial Claim Administrators will have several months to finalize the process for medical evaluations and financial awards
1y baseline examinations or fi nancial payments are distributed to players.
,n to questions about the timeline,
timeline. the second most frequently asked question that I have been receiving from playern has to do
can they receive money now. I do not recommend dealing with traditional funding companies as their rates are often times
,ly high. The only financial solution lhat I have come across is a product known as "The NFL Concussion Advance Product".
i in need of financial resources now. you may want to lake a look cit lhe below information and if interested call the Company for
forrmition. They can be reached directly by calling 267-227-4810.
267-2.f.I.:1. §10.
s, if you have any questions in regard to the Concussion Settlement or related issues, please do not hesilale to contact my
356-427-900Q
nfl@mitnieklegal.co111.
356-427-9000 or by email at n
Q@miLnickle9.§l&om. For detailed up-to-date case status information, you can always
[��Ii:l�'llgffa,.�L<eQ!l
_. and click on "Current Concussion Status" on the site's home pa9e. Warmest regards. Craig Mitnick
�L<e9.!1l
,

--

- - ·- ·- -

- ------·---------- --·---

rcussion Advance Product
ayers that have a current diagnosis and cannot afford to wait any longer for their award. Thrives! Specialty Funding has the
Thrivest offers an a lternative to the high pri ced lenders that you may have read about recently. All players who currently have
sis or anticipate a pending diagnosis can take advantage of Thrivest's NFL Concussion Advance Product.
1 your projected award amount you ca11 receive the money you need now: $25.000. $50,000. $100,000 or more. There i s a
lransaction fee associatc;d with each advance. That fee is paid for witr1 part or the
lhe advance amount, so lhc.�l there is no
�-time transaction
(what you
cket cost to lhe applicant. When your award finally does distribute, Thrives! will be due the amount they purchased (whal
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plus a small monthly rate, 1 .58%, for the number of months it takes to collect. That rate equals 1 9% annualized, compounded
Tl1at is less than most credit card rates.
That
e some examples based on different purchase amounts:
,r
:r needs $25,000 now:
will purchase $25,000 of the player's award and will advance the player $25,000
award distributes in one year Thrives! will be paid $30,186.27
$30, 1 86.27 directly by your attorney
award distributes in 1 8 months Thrives!
Tt1rivest will be paid $33,
$33,169.91
1 69.91 directly by your attorney
award distributes in two years Thrives!
Thrivest will be paid $36,448.45 directly by your attorney
,r needs $50,000 now:
:r
ist
isl will purchase $50,000 of the player's award and will advance the player $50,000
award distributes in one year Thrives! will be paid $60,372.55 directly by your attorney
award distributes in 1 8 months Thrives! will be paid $66,339.82 directly by your attorney
award distributes in two years Thr
ives! will be paid $72,896.90 directly by your attorney
Thrivest
:r
,r needs $ 1 00,000 now:
ist will purchase $ 1 00,000 of the player's award
1st
aware! and will advance the player $1 00.000
award distributes in one year Thrives! will be paid $1 20,
745. 1 0 directly by your attorney
20,745.
award distributes in 1 8 months Thrives! will be paid $1 32,679.64 directly by your attorney
award distributes in two years Thrivest
Thrives! will be paid $1 45,793.79 directly by your attorney
:, information or to apply now, please contact Joseph R. Genovesi, President, THRIVEST FUNDING, LL.C at 2_
[7-227 -48 1 0
267-227-4810

,•' .

,,,

_.,•.
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